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The t hesis of the r esearch is that the States ' Ri ght Movement
of 1948 in Mississippi helpe d to crea te a n ew political awareness
among blacks for the first time since Radical Reconstruction .

As a

result of the Dixiecrat revolt against Truman and civil r ights, blacks
in the state bec ame more assertive about their rights and in 1948
organized themselves gradually to demand their civil rights.

In re-

sponse to the Dixiecrat Movement can be found the origins of the c ivil
right s movement of the fifti es and sixties.
In 11948 three events had a significant effect upon the Black
community:

The Dixiecra t Movement in Mississippi, President Truman ' s

stand on civil rights and the Nationa l Democratic Party's stand on this
i ssue.

The black corrnnunity responded to these event s through involve -

ment in the political activities of the e l ection year.
The goal that black lead e rs sought in 1948 was simple .
wanted equality under the law for the black community .

They

Black leaders

viewed the ballot as the first and most effect ive means t o achieve
equa lity.

Thes e black l eaders were. not militiant and they almost always

tried to 3ppeal to the conscience of th ~ white corrnnunity.
Although whi t e supren:iacy was a very difficult foe for the b l ack
community to tackle, neverth eless , they a cc epted the challenge .

In

their quest t o achieve equality, tbey sough t to focus nati ona l attention
on the ir plight through the riews media .

I t was through hi s newspa per

that Percy Greene, the mo st outstand in g black leader of the peri od ,
sought to bring nationa l attention to the cond iti ons of blacks in the
state .

Greene constant l y led an a l most one man e f fort through his

newspaper, The Jackson Advocate, which served. as the major voice of
the black struggle for equality.

There is no evidence which suggests

that they were very successful in the attempt.
Desp~te the.limited political participation of clacks in.1948,
there were four organizations that served them:

tJ-ie Mississippi Negro.

Association, the Progressive Voters League, the American Veterans
Committee, and the Committee·of One Hundred.

All of these organizations

sought to increase voter. registration among blacks.

Each one, with

headquarters-in Jackson used limited voter registration campaigns to
register voters.

The Mississippi Negro Democratic Association was the

most enduring and successful of the four.
The major political activity among black Mississippians revolved
around support for Truman and Henry A. Wallace with the preponderance
of support to the former,

Black churches, black businesses, and black

citizens in general made financial contributions to the political
cause, but it was the·black middle class that strongly supported the
civil rights movement and kept it alive,

In contrast, the black masses

were fearful of revenge from the white community and they tended t.o b.e.
apathetic..about politics.
At no time did black and white Truman groups in the state try
to foµn an alliance. · Very few whites dared to speak out iri behalf of
black equality.

Most. of them were• victims of the same repressive

society which blocked advancement.

Even white Truman supporters in·

· Missis.sippi reJused to _endorse the national party's civil rights platform.

As a result, it was difficult for blacks-to find whites who

were openly sympathetic to·t~eir cause.
blacks behind the scenes in the state.

However, some whites aided

3

Although Dixiecrats carried Mississippi, it was. ·more. significant
for.the black community that Truman won.

The election of Truman served

as a morale booster for the black community.
their efforts to defeat h_im.

Dixiecrats had failed.in

S.ince he had won on a strong·civil rights

platform arid as an advocate of black legal equality, blacks felt ·that
at least their chances for equal rights were ·within -reach •.
· Over the next four years political consciousness increased in
black registered voters.

The voter registration figures in themselves

verify the fact that 1948 was ·a turning point in the lives of black
Mississippians in their quest for equality.
As a result of. the· Dixiecrat challenge and the civil rights·
pronouncements of Truman, black people-in Mississippi showed signs of
a new political awareness for the ·first time since·Radical Reconstruction.
These signs were manifested .in the rene,:,ed interest in politics, the
emergence of_more black leaders, the creation.of new political organization.s and the addition of· chapte'rs of existing ones, the financial role
.

,

.

r

.

of black businesses, the activities of the·black ministers, and in the
increase in black voter registration.

While 1948 should not be considered

a total revolution, it wa·s a ·rebirth of the idea of equaltiy in the minds
.of black citizens; this long dor.mant idea was· revived in 1948, the ye_ar
of political awakening for the blac~ ·community in Mississippi.
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PREFACE

· The political repercussions of the actions of those Southerners
who bolted the Democratic Party in 1948 to form the Dixiecrat Movement
has received the attention of historians. ·As they have in other instances, these historians tended to concentrate on white forces· and per-;
sonalities that have shaped the politics of the South to the ueglect of
analysis of the thought of black people and recognition of the contributions of black leaders to these issues.

This study _attempts to

restore the balance; it is black history.
The writer wishes to acknowledge with sincere app~eciation. the
assistance, interest, and constructive criticism offered him by his
thesis director, Professor John J. Hanrahan, who to a large extent,
provided the· guidance that kept th.is project alive.

In addition to

his director, the writer is also deeply indebted to the other readers
on his committee, Dr. John Kleber, and Dr. Jack E. Bizzel.
For assistance in obtaining information for the investigation,
the writer expresses his appreciation to librarians of these institutions:

Morehead State University, Morehead, Kentucky; the University

·of Kentucky, Lexington, Kentucky; Jackson State Colleg~,. Jackson;
Mississippi, and Mississippi College, Clinton, _Mississippi.

He is

also grateful to the personnel at· the Mississippi Departm.ent of
Archives and History in Jackson.
Additionally, the writer would like to thank the Jackson State
College Administration for supporting him morally and financially
during the course of his study.
i

Realizing the impossibility of listing all to whom he is indebted, he simply expresses his gratitude to them.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

This paper is a study of the political activities and the response of the black community in Hississippi to the challenge of the
Dixiecrat Hovement of 1948~

Black citizens in Hississippi had been

carefully watching·liberalizing trends in civil rights across the
nation and they hoped to see long desired change in· their sta~e.

The

civil rights pronouncements of the Truman administration encouraged
black citizens .to be more conscious of their opportunity to advance
their political interests.

The Dixiecrats presented a serious chal-

lenge to these new hopes and aspirations in civil rights.

They saw

the Truman civil.rights program as a threat to white sup;emacy and
they organized a states' right-' movement designed to block the national
.

.

trend in civil rights.

1

r

Politica_lly

W!;!ak

though they were, some black

citizens in Hississippi refused to allow white supremacy to go unchallenged during the 1948 Presidential campaign. ·
_The thesis of the research i~ that the States' Right Hovement
of 1948 in Hississippi helped to create

a new

political awareness

among blacks for the first time s_ince Radical R\l_scons.truc;,tion.

As

a

result of the Dixiecrat revolt against Truman and civil rights,. blacks
in the state became more assertive about their rights and in 1948

1For the tenets of the white supremacists, see V.
Southern Politics, (New York: Random House, 1949), 646.
1

a.

Key, Jr.,

2
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organized themselves gradually to demand their civil rights.

In re-

sponse to the Dixiecrat Movement can be found the origins of the civil
rights movement of the fifties and sixties.
Chapter I of this study briefly traces the political history of
the black man in Mississippi from the issuance of the Emancipation
Proclamation through 1945.

The writer's major purpose in the Chapter

is to discuss forces that have shaped the black man's life in the state,
including Ernancipation 1 Reconstruction, the Revolution of 1875 and the
Jim Crow Era.

Included in this analysis· are the historical factors

which lea· to a clash between white supr~acy and legal equality for
blacks in Mississippi,

In 1948, F-i.elding L..

Wright, the governor of

Mississippi emerged to represent white supremacy.

Percy Greene, a

black newspaper editor, came to personify the black struggle for legal
equality.
Chapter II traces the birth of the 1948 states' right movement
in· Mississippi and Governor Wright's role.

The writer· analyzed the

militant states' rights stand of Mississippi and the eventual adoption
. of the Mississippi way ~s the Southern way in other areas of the South.
Included also is an analysis of tli.e first manifestation of political
consciousness coming from black Mississippians:

Chapter III presents a continuing stu~y of the state rights
movement in Mississippi, its effect on blacks in that state, and
Governor Wright's militant anti-black expressions.

The 1:1riter also

considered lesser political gro~ps in the ·state and the significance
of the natio~al political party conventions to blacks in Mississippi.
In Chapter IV, the writer's major attention is foc;:used on the
impact of Truman's nomination and its effects on blacks in Mississippi.

3

He also thoroughly analyzed ·the gradual rise of the black protest
movement against statss rights, leadsrs in the movemsnt, the contribution of the masses, the reasons for involvment, the black
·churches, .th0 black professionals, the whole gamut of black political
involvment as well as the lack of it.

The Chapter ended as the last

month of the presidential campaign approached.
In Chapter V, the writer was concerned primarily with a
continuing assessment of black political involvment and the significane
of the protest movement for black citizens in Mississippi.
of how and_ why blacks voted as they did was made.

An analysis

The writer attempted

to determine the significance of Truman's election, the election's
effect on blacks, its importance to them and the promise it held for
the black man's future in Mississippi.
The last Chapter deals with the conclusions drawn by the writer.
In the Chapter he re-emphasized the reason why blacks fought the
Dixiecrat Movement.

He also examined the significance of Truman•s

civil rights pronouncements on the rise of the protest movements in
Mississippi.

Finally, the writer tried to determine the overall

impact ·in terms of the black masses, the black churches and the black
community at large of 1948 Presidential politics.

He concluded that

the pol.itical events of 1948 created a new level of political consciousness among blqcks that had not been evident since Radical
Reconstruction days in Mississippi.

CHAPTER II

THE BLACK MAN IN MISSISSIPPI POLITICS, 1869-1945
After the Civil War the black man in Mississippi, though
nominally free, lived through periods of uncertainty, never sure of the
extent of his freedom.· Although Lincoln's Emancipation Proclamation
of January 1, 1863 brought legal freedom to blacks in the state, this
freedom did not begin to take on any significant meaning for them
until the end of the Civil War.

From 1865 to 1875, profound economic,

political and social changes marked the lives of blacks i_n Mississippi.
From the close of the War until June, 1865, Mississippi was entirely
under the control of a military commander.

This provisional govern-

ment with its authority divided existed until the installation: of the
reconstructed government· of the state in January 1870. 2
Even before the state's reconstructed government was installed,
'black citizens had begun to participate in politics, a participation
enhanced and given a moral boost by the overwhelming triumph of-:the
Radi~al Republicans in the national election of 1868 which helped to
blast the Democratic Party with its white supremacy doctrine that had
.

controlled the state.

3

Same native white Democrats expressed the opin~ori that the
ballot should be extended to blacks in the state on a limited basis

York:

2vernon Lane Wharton, The Negro in Mississippi 1865-1890 (New
Harper and Row Publishers, 1947), 138.
3 Ibid., 138-53.
4

5

before the state government was reconstructed but their pleas for
limited black political participation fell on deaf ears.

The majority

of the white Democrats could not accept the thought of blacks voting. 4
•

Dem~crats had counted on a tru:ilnph in the national elections

of 1868.

A victory by Democrats nationally would" have given white

supremacists a great opportunity to regain control of the state's
government.

Instead they were subjected to rule by a combination of

carpetbaggers, scalawags, and blacks.

5

Once the Radical Republicans had won the national elections
of 1868, they passed Reconstruction measures which allowed large
numbers of blacks to register and vote.

Near the end of 1868 more

than 60,000 blacks were registered to vote in Mississippi.

Mississippi

in 1870, was at least reconstructed to the satisfaction of a Congressional majority.

With black ll'oters and black state office holders, led

by John R. Lynch, Secretary of State, the state re-entered the Union.

6

For blacks in the state it was the beginning of a rather strange and
unfamiliar way of life; the same was true for the average white
citizen.

Both blacks and whites had been thrust into an artifical

relationship that was precarious at best •
. With the restoration of the state to the Union, black ci"i:izens
became more and more politically conscious.

During Reconstruction in

Missi~sippi a number of blacks had been appointed, elected or assumed
positions of power, among them the appointment of two black United

4wharton, ~ro in Mississippi, 138-153
5 rbid., 146-153.
6 rbid., 154-156.

6

States Senators, the election of black United States Representatives
to Congre 9 s, a.~d numerous black state and local officials.?
Historians agree that the blacks who served in public offices
performed·well in their positions.

The overall increase in the number

of blacks in the government of the state did not markedly decrease its
efficiency or change its character.

On

the contrary, most black office

holders were considered generally as worthy, intelligent, and capable
as whites.

8

Although some few whites generally conceded that blacks served
well in government, the average white in Mississippi was unwilling to
be ruled by or abide by laws made by blacks, whom they considered
inferior.

Moreover, the vast majority of whites never accepted even

minimum black participation in the government.

Even Northern whites

and Southern white Republicans were willing to accept black partici.Pation in the Republican Party Organization only when it did not
threaten white dominance.

Black participation on white terms was

acceptable but black domination was intolerable at any price.

Never-

theless, ·Radical Reconstruction governments were committed to equal
civil ri~hts for the two races •

9

. Despite commitments of equality by Radical Republican go,rernmentS, Southern conservative whites from all economic 'groups were

7

John H. Franklin, Reconstruction
. Chicago Press, 1961), 134-137.

(Chicago:

8 wharton, Negro in Mississippi, 172.

9Ibid., 157, 180,

University of

7

opposed to equality for blacks.

Thus, "in the politics of this

caste-ridden society the Conservative Democratic Party was the white
man's party, 1110

In general, all classes of whites unquestionably sup-

ported the philosophy of white supremacy.

Thus, whites were committed

tci regaining control of the state through whatever means necessary.
To regain control of their state from Radical Republican rule and black
political power, whit<, conservatives in Mississippi developed an
elaborate pattern of pressures, intimidation and violence, subsequently
known as the "Mississippi Plan", first initiated in the election of

1875.

Previous to 1875, .the Ku Klux Klan had been organized and

was actively engaged in~ campaign. to frighten blacks, Republicans,
scalawags, and carpetbaggers in the South. 11
During the Revolution of 1875·, the term conservative whites
used to ·describe the period of the implementation of the •~1ississippi
Plan", the ·leading idea of Mississippi Democrats, according to a blunt
local editor, were:

r

White men shall govern, niggers are not rightly entitted to
vote, and that • • • Niggers will be placed upon the same·
footing with white minors who do not vote or hold office. 12
In addition, the Democrats combined appeals such ~s these with intense
social pressure on white citizens who collaborated wi_th blacks in
racial politics.

York:

Newspapers in the state published the names of whites,

10 Kenneth }I. Stampp, The Era of Reconstruction, 1865-1877 (New
Alfred A. Knopf, 1966), 196.

llKenneth M. Stampp and Leon F. Litwack, ed,, Reconstruction:
An Anthology of Revisionist Writings (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State
University Press, 1909), 197-201,
1 2wharton, Negro in Mississippi, 183,

8

friendly to blacks, called them renegades, and socially ostracized
them.

Because of these social pressures many white Republicans went·

over to the Democratic Party.

one prominent native white Republican

reportedly said to a.black leader in 1875:
No white man can live in the South in the future and
act with any other than the Democratic Party unless
he is willing and prepared to live -a life of social
isolation and remain in political oblivion. 13
These pressures that were used to regain control of the state created
an atmosphere of fear and repression among citizens in Mississippi.
Therefore,_ in 1875 no one was free to choose his political destiny.
Whites as well as blacks were victims of terror designed to return
the state to white supremacists' control.
In order to regain political control in the state; Democrats
initiated to its fullest extent the "First Mississippi -Plan" in 1875.
This plan was the use of violence, intimidation, pressure, social
ostracism and even murder to dislodge the Radical Republican government in Mississippi.

To execute their plan, loyal Democratic club·s

organized themselves into irregular militia units that drilled
and
,
paraded through the area of heavy black population.

Black leaders

were listed in so called "dead-books~•; riots were deliberately provoked
in which hundreds of blacks.were killed, and armed pickets were posted
at registration places to prevent blacks from registering.

As a

result, on election day, November-3, 1875, thousands of frightened
blacks were hiding in the swamps or in their cabins.

In some places

the only blacks who were permitted to vote were those who showed

13wharton, Negro in Mississippi, 183.

Democratic ballots or who were accompanied to the polls by white men,
Blacks bold enough to carry Republican ballots were fired upon or
driven away from the polls.

When the election results came in, the

Democrats had won and they said Mississippi was "redeemed 11 , 14

During

the entire period the "First Mississippi Plan" was being put into
effect; the Federal Government failed to intervene. 15
The year of 1875 then, ushered in a new era in race relations
between whites and blacks in the state.

The epoch of significant

black political participation was over.

Blacks now found themselves

thrust into a new position; the, like their white counterparts, had
not had sufficient time to become completely adjusted to Reconstruction
and the new social order, or feel natural in their relationship to
whites.

In addition to the conditions mentioned before, the Revolution

of 1875 was about to create another set of circumstances in the state
which would be responsible for more uncertainty and instability between
blacks and whites as far as race relations were concerned.

After the

1875 Revolution in Mississippi, blacks returned to a status. above
that of slavery but short of full citizenship.

The black man's place

in society was not,fixed as it has been during slavery time, nor was
it characterized by significant political participation as was the
case during Reconstruction; his "place" was still fluid.

16

14stampp, Era' of Reconstruction, 200-201.

15 Reconstruction historians generally agree that Federal inter- vention would have be.en successful only in a minimum sense. Possible
an even greater blood-bath would have taken place in later years. For
more information on the above see Kenneth M. Stampp, The Era of Reconstruction, 1865-1877 (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1966).
16vann Woodward, Ti1e Strange Career of Jim Crow (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1966), 31-66.
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According to c. Vann Woodward, race relations after redemption
were an unstable interlude before the passing of the ol_d {slavery) and
new traditions {legal equality) and the arrival of the Jim Crow Codes
and disfranchisement.

The Redemption period was a time of experiment,

testing and uncertainty--totally different from the time of repression
and rigid uniformity that came near the end of the century.

Alterna-

tives were still available and real choices had to be made • 17
In the meantime, with the Compromise of 1877, Reconstruction
ended when federal troops were removed from the South.

President

Rutherford B. Hayes, a Republican, removed all troops from the South.18
The phase that began in 1877 was characterized by the abandonment of
blacks as a ward of the nation, the end of the attempt to guarantee
the freedman his. civil and political equality, and the acquiescence of
the rest of the country in the south's demand that the whole problem
should be left to the disposition of the native Southern white_- people. 19
Shortly after the problem was turned over to native Southern
white people, the overall conditions of blacks worsened.

Moreover,

the period between redemption and complete segregation was not a
golden age.

On the contrary, race conflict, violence, brutality and

exploitation in this period.were overwhelming.

After all it was ·in

the eighties and early nineties that lynching ·attained the most staggering proportions ever reached in the history.of that crime.

Moreover,

the ardent advocates of racism, whose doctrines of total segregation,

17 varin Woodward, The Strange Career of Jim Crow, 33.
18wharton, Negro in Mississippi, 210.

19vann Woodward, The Strange Career of Jim Crow, 6.

11
disfranchisment, and ostracism eventually triumphed over all opposition and became universal practice in the_South, were already at work
and were beginning to establish dominance over some phases of Southern
life. 20
In Mississippi, extreme racism began taking roots as early as
1875, moreover, in many segments of society in that state there was,
in general, a clamor for nothing short of complete white control.
Despite this i,;iclination for extreme racism, between 1875 and 1890,
blacks in the state continued to vote, hold offices in the state
legislature and in county governments throughout the period. 21
Although blacks continued to serve in elective offices and
vote after 1875 conservative whites in the state clamored to relegate
the black man to a fixed place in society.

Under slavery, control

and the black man's "phase" in society were fixed.

With the abolition

of· slavery, new institutions, laws and customs were necessa_ry to maintain white control.

The average white person still believed in the

old doctrine of white supremacy.and innate black inferiority that
had become a part of society's cultural setting during the first ·two
and a half centuries in this country._

Since slavery was no longer

legally sanctioned after the.Civil War, whites began to feel that
legal freedom or· the new order required a certain amount of compulsory
race.separation.

Therefore, during Reconstruction, partly out of fear

20 vann Woodward, The strange Career of Jim Crow, 6 .
21
. ouring the period between 1875 and 1890 a total of 69 blacks
served in the State House of Representatives and 9 served in the
State Senate. There are not any figures.available on the total number
of blacks who served in County governments. Approximately 128,000
blacks voted during the years 1875-1890. Wharton, Negro in Mississippi,
290-202.

12
of the freedman and also partly because of a strong belief in white
supremacy,- incipient Jim Crowism developed and was later buttressed
with laws. 22
In Mississippi, 1890 was a very important turning·point in
that state's history for the black man.

The extreme racist forces

gained the upper hand in the state's political affairs and they were
ready to give legality to the various Jim Crow schemes they had
devised.

Moreover, the state's Democratic leadership was ready to

give enthusiastic support to any scheme that would add legal sanction
to the elimination of the black voter.

From all indications a

majority of the state's white citizens supported the legal elimination
of most black voters.

However, some few whites did continue to sup-

port limited franchise among "qualified" blacks. 23
.In some sections of the state in 1890 there was an apparent
strong interest in a constitutional convention.

The franchise would be

'
the prime consideration 'if and·when
a convention was called.
I

The most

important factor of all would.be the legal elimination of blacks as
voters without affect.ing whites.

Therefore, the Mississippi legis-·

lature issued a call in.January, 1890 for a state constitutional
convention to convene in August.
Mississippi August 12.

Th= convention assembled in Jackson,

According to Wharton:

When the convention assembled on August 12, it was
·. composed of 134 delegates. Of these 130 were Democrats, one a Republican; one a national Republican;

22 Vann Woodward, Strange Career.of Jim Crow, 17.
23_Ibid., 17.

13
one a Conservative; and one a Greenbacker ... The one

delegate who listed himself simply as a Republican
was the lone Negro in the convention, Isaiah T.
Montgomery, a wealthy Conservative businessman who
had founded the Negro town of Mound Bayou. 24
For the next two months delegates at the Convention debated,
wrote and rewrote the state's Constitution.

The.provisions dealing

with· the .franchise were relevant to this study and only those sections
were considered.

The following qualifications for voting were adopted:

A test of literacy was to be administered to a
prospective voter. Each voter was required to be
able to read any section of the Constitution. 25
Section 244 of Article XII provided a loop-hold for whites; it
was known as the understanding clause.

In addition to the above

mentioned qualifications, the clause read:

"Any elector shall be

able to understand any section of the Constitution when read to him
and give a reasonable interpretation thereof." 26
Since the registra_rs were the ones who would make the decision
concerning qualifications for voting, it was unlikely that they would
deny whites the right to vote.

Wharton quoted an editorial in the

Jackson Clarion-Ledger, Or.tober 30, 1890 which reinforced the allegation about the law"s intent:

"There was a general understanding that

the interpretation of the Constitutic.,n offered by an illiterate white
man would be acceptable to the registrars; that of a negro (literate or
not) would not. n27

24

wharton, Negro in Mississippi, 201-208.

25 Ibi'd . ,. 201- 2. OB..
26
27

Key, Southern Politics, 558
Wharton, Negro in Mississippi, 215.

In addition to the literary requirements, each prospective voter was required to pay a poll tax of two dollars, for the two preceeding years.

28

Through. legal means Mississippi was now able to disfranchise
thousands.of black voters and many white citizens.
telling. effect was felt by blacks in the state.

However, the most

The legal restrictions,

coupled with the violence of the earlier period, effectively eliminated
significant black political participation in the state by 1900.

The

Mississippi Constitution of 1890 became known as the "Second Mississippi Plan!'. Vann Woodward concluded that .the "Second Mississippi Plan"·
that is, the legal relegation of blacks to second class citizenship,
became the American way at the turn of the century.

29

The Convention formally adopted the 1890 Constitution and it
was never submitted to the voters for ratification.

Its formal Legality

was upheld by the Mississippi Supreme Court in 1892, in the case of
Sproule vs. Fredericks.

The United States Supreme court in the case

of Williams vs. Mississippi, added its approval in 1898.

30

The Federal

Government, more especially the Supreme Court was guilty of aiding
and abetting the South on the race issue at the turn of the century.
More importantly, Northern.as well as national public opinion was
in general agreement with Southern attitudes on the race question.

28 Wharton, Negro in Mississippi, 213.
29 comer Vann Woodward, Origins of the New South 1877-1913
(Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1951), 321-349.
JOibid., 321-349.
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According to Vann Woodward, this shift in racLa.l attitudes
came partially, as a result of American imperialistic adventures overseas.

These adventures in the Pacific and the Caribbean brought some

eight million people-of the colored race under the jurisdiction of the
United States.

Since these people of color were considered inferior

and could not vote, then, it was only natur·a1 that blacks who were
considered inferior in this country would be accorded that same treat7"
ment as the recently captured aliens.

Tnen, too, the racist doctrine

reached a crest of acceptability and popularity among respectable,
scholarly ·and intellectual circles. 31
Moreover, at the dawn of the twentieth century the wave of
southern racism came in as a swell upon a mounting tide of national
sentiment and was very much a part of that sentiment.
In Mississippi, racial extremism became a way of life in many
sections of the state shortly after the adoption of the "Second·
Mississippi Plan."

Several spokesmen of white supremacy emerged.

However, James K. Vardaman was probably the most noteable advocate
of white supremacy.
At the turn of the century, Governor James K. Vardrnan became
a significant symbol for white citizens of Mississippi.

He had been

referred to as Mississippi's greatest "white supremacis_t".
to Vardaman, education for blacks was a real threat.
would become dissatified.

According

If educated they

Because \'hey will not be permitted to rise

above the station they now fill, education would be an unkindness to

31

vann Woodward, The Strange Career of Jim Crow, 72-74.

lb

them.

It would simply render.them unfit for the work which the white

man has prescribed.

Vardaman felt that to prosper, the black man must

avoid politics and maintain the present relation which he occupied to
white folks , 32
Vardaman's philosophy on race was just slightly above that of
the slave masters,

The black man was inferior as far as Vardaman was

concerned and training of any kind was worthless.
Governor Vardaman's heir--apparent on race in Mississippi was
Theodore G, Bilbo,

Bilbo dominated Mississippi politics off and on

for four decades.

Although these men were racists and Negro baiters,

they were two of the most progressive governors in the state's history
on other matters, 33
In the meantime, while Vardaman and Bilbo were expounding
their philosophies, other agencies and groups were taking yet another
step which would put the finishing touches on legal measures to
eliminate most, if not all black voters from the polls,
Therefore, the Democratic State Executive Committee met in
Jackson, Mississippi, June 22, 1903 and adopted a resolution providing
that every white Democrat who would be entitled to vote at the general
election in November, 1903, be permitted to vote at an earlier prima;:y
election to be held .by order of the State Executive Committee,

This

resolution legally excluded blacks from the Democratic Primary,

32James W. Silver, Mississippi: The Closed Society (New York:
Harcourt, Brace, and World, Inc., 1966), 19,
33Albert D. Kirwan, Revolt of the Rednecks: Mississippi
Politics 1876-1925 (Lexington: University of Kentucky Press, 1951),
313.
.
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and this rule was not changed by succeeding executive committees.
Since nomination in the Democratic Primary was equivalent to election
in the state-wide contests, and to most local offices, debarment from
tbe primary was in effect disfranchisment. 34

As a result, the number

of black voters diminished to an inconsequential number.by the beginning of World War I.
Additionally, the overall condition of blacks prior to the war
continued to be dismal.

However, the entrance of this country in

World War I in 1917 affected the lives of all citizens.

During World

War I black soldiers from all over the nation, including Mississippi
served .in the Armed Forces. 35

Many other Southern blacks migrated to

Northern industrial areas during the war to find employment.

The

World War I period, and several years thereafter represented a period
of great migration for Southern blacks.

Blacks found emp~oyment in

most of the industries of the 1:Jorth during the war. 36
Not unexpectedly, most ' returning black veterans were looking
forward to a new basis for democratic living in the United states.

34 There were fewer than 8,615 black _voters. These figures
are based on an 1892 account which was the last time a realiable vote
count of blacks was made until 1940. Albert D. Kirwan, Revolt of the
Rednecks: Mississippi Politics, 131 •
. 35 John·H. Franklin, From Slavery to Freedom (New York:
A. Knopf, 1967), 474.

Alfred

36 some historians list two reasons for black migration, they
were: blacks were drawn to the North by a wartime economy and,
secondly, they were concerned about receiving more humane treatment,
which blacks did receive in the North. Most of them wanted to be
treated as men and women, not as boys and girls. Leslie H, Fishel, Jr.
and Benjamin.Quarles, eds., The Negro American: A Documentary History
(Atlanta: Scott, Foreman, and Company, 1967), 394-396.
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Believing Wilson's words that the United States was fighting to malte
the world safe for democracy, black soldiers naturally expected to
be accorded to full benefits of democracy upon their return to
American soil.
These expectations were unfulfilled.

In the postwar period,

civil liberties for all Americans diminished, and the black community
again was the special target of repression.

The Ku Klux-Klan revived,

this· time to spread its poison beyond the South..

Beginning in

Atlanta, in 1915, the growth of the Klan_ was slow until the end of the
war, at which time it came forth with a program designed to unite
native-born white Christians for concerted action in the preservation
of American institutions and the supremacy of the white race.

It

declared itself against blacks, Japanese and other Orientals, Roman
Catholics, Jews, and all foreign born persons whom it considered
dangerous t6 the growth of its ideas and spearheaded a drive of
violence and intimidation toward blacks. 37
After the war ended, lynchings in the South increased.
-violence was apparently directed at returning black veterans.

The
Lynch-

ings continued to be frequent in Mississippi during the period roughly
between the end of World War I and the beginning of the Depressi~n Era.
There was a total of seventy-five (75) mob killings iri the state from
1819 to 1830. · All but two of the victims were black.

38

37 Franklin, From Slavery to Freedom, 497.
38Negro Year Book, 1925-26, 400-401; The World Almanac and
Encyclopedia, 1927, 1929, 1931, 1932, 1933 (New York), 198, 322, 302,.
450, 383.
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Herbert J. Seligmann, a writer for the Nation, listed the following stimulants for mob murder which were. cited to him in "casual
conversations" with residents of the Delta section of the state:
1.- The Nation-wide campaign for equal rights for Negroes.
2. Induction of Negroes into the United.States Army,
putting them on an equal basis with white men.
3. Survival of the fear of Negro domination inherited
from Carpetbagger days.
4. The economic motive in all its variants, based upon
the determination·to deny.the Negro his rights, to
keep the nigger in his place.
5. The sport in torture. 39
Therefore, as the 192 0' s came to an end the : black man in
Mississippi still found himself the victim of white oppression and
violence.
The 1930's brought the depression, race riots, bread lines
and social upheaval.

The end of the decade saw a war in Europe that

exploded into World War II.
·time of -change.
Services.

It was a time of new social forces, a

Several million men were drafted into the Armed

Millions more were employed in the factories to turn out

supplies for war.

Sharecroppers and tenants left their farms in the

South, headed North, drawn by high wages of a war-time economy.

When

the war ended, millions of blacks found themselves living in the great
industrial centers, still involved in change.
World War II were 1:imes
change.

The Depression and

of great events, of new problems, of continual

The stresses.of change brought the black man and all Americans

into a time of crisis.

But out of this came the social legislation of

39 Herbert J. Seligmann, "Protecting Southern Womanhood",
Nation, CVIII (1919), 939. -
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the thirties and the Civil Rights legislation of a later day.

40

Daspite these external changes that were taking place, the status
of black citizens in Mississippi showed no noticable changes.
The election of Franklin D. Roosevelt in 1932 aroused the hopes
of black Americans for justice.

President Roosevelt's overall ability

to personalize his understanding of human exploitation and the underprivileged made him the most attractive President for black citizens
since the Civil war.

Although the Roosevelt record on black Americans

was spotty, his accomplishments were better than previous administrations on opportunities for blacks.
whole, blacks benefited.

Thus, by aiding· the country as a

However, Roosevelt did not directly commit

himself on the black problem until his Executive Order 8802 of June,
1941, which established a Fair Employment Practice Committee (FEPC) to
supervise all defense contracts industries.

This order came as a

'
41
result of a threatened massive march on Washington by blacks.

Thus,

for the first time in their lives in the twentieth century, government had taken on meaning and substance for the black masses.·

42

Blacks were becoming more agressive about equal rights in the 1940's,
Roosevelt's social legislation, World War II, and a number of other
events were responsible for the

changes taking place in America.

Despite the external changes that had taken place outside
Mississippi, the social and political conditions remained almost

40Fishel and Quarles, The Negro American, 446.
41Ibid., 449.
~

42 Ib_id., 464.

;,J
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unchanged in the early 1940' s for black citizens in the state.

Black

political activity was negligible and totally ineffective.
Prior to the second Roosevelt Administration those few blacks,
who were perm_itted ·to vote in Mississippi voted the Republican ticket.
From Reconstruction down to the days of Franklin D. Roosevelt blacks
usually voted Republican out of tradition;
!

the only Republicans in the South.

Eventually blacks became

The Republican party was branded

as the. Negro Party over the South and was therefore unattractive to
whites.

Since about 1924 the chief officers of the Mississippi

regular Republican Organization had usually been black; before that
time a few white party officials led a predominantly black group.
Perry Howard took over in 1924 when the white leaders died. 43
Perry Howard, a Mississippi-born black lawyer who resided in
Washington, D.

c.,

had been for many years the National Committeeman.

Dr. s. D. Redmond, a wealthy black lawyer from Jackson, was, until
his death in 1948, Chairman of the State Executive Committee, and
Mary Booze, daughter of Isaiah T. Montgomery, founder of Mound Bayou
(an all black town) had served as a National Committeewoman.

In

1947, it was estimated that 85% of the regular Republican voters in

the state were black. 44
Therefore, the Republican Party organization in the state
represented the only symbol of political power blacks held prior to
1946.

Insignificant though actual political participation among blacks

was, the hope for a better d~y was always kept alive through the

43v. O. Key, Jr., Southern Politics (New.York:
1949), 286.
44 Ibid. , 286.

'Random House,

Republican Party Organization in Mississippi.

Moreover, black

Republicans in Mississippi were too few in numbers to pose a threat
to the white political structure and the blacks usually went about
their political activities undisturbed.

Yet, in spite of conditions

for blacks in Mississippi, in the mid 1940's the office of the
Presidency symbolized a concern for justice and equality for all
.Americans, including blacks. 45
During the same time that the Presidency had become a symbol
of concern, another branch of the Federal Government had earlier
begun to show a concern for black legal equality.

This branch, the

Supreme Court, was going through a liberalizing trend.

For example:

In 1944 the United States Supreme Court handed down a very important
decision for blackso

The Court outlawed the all-white Democratic

Primary in the Smith vs. Allwright case"

Two years later, a South

Carolina Federal Judge upheld the right of black voters to participate in the Democratic primaries of that state. 46
Throughout the 1940's the Supreme Court handed down decisions
favorable to black_ legal equality.
was in step with the times.

From all indications, the court

The war, social upheaval and Roosevelt's

social legislation had helped to create a climate in which liberalism
could grow, especially outside the deep south.

Then too, returning

black veterans were psychologically prepared to struggle at home

45 Fishel and Quarles, The Negro American, 451-452.
46 Henry Moon, Balance of Power:
Doubleday and Company, 1949), 178-184.

The Negro Vote (New York:
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for the principles for which they fought abroad.

They refused .to be

content ;,i th the status-quo. 47
In addition to the black veterans being prepared to demand
more of their rights in this· country, there were other blacks who
were also equally ready to seek equality.

These black people had

seen some signs of change taking place during the New Deal Era and
they naturally wanted those rights which were theirs.

Blacks, like

all.Americans, had been affected by the New Deal and their overall
chances for advancement had most certainly been enhanced.

Moreover,

blacks had made minimum gains toward equality in other areas ·o~ the
country.

Black Mississippians were aware of the changes taking

place and they desired some of the same for themselves.
In general, blacks felt that there was a chance to advance
the cause for their equality after World War II and they. were now
rea.dy to challenge the new President, Harry s. Truman.

In aadition,

some blacks were _prepared to fight inequality in all of its forms.

47

Henry Moon, Balance of Power:

The Negro Vote, 178-184.

CHAPTER 3
THE CLASiI:

SEGREGATION VS. BLACK LEGAL EQUALITY IN MISSISSIPPI

During the months of January, February, and March of 1948 in
Mississippi two important events took place:

first, the States' Rights

Movements against President Truman's civil rights pronouncements began,
and .second, significant political awareness was evident for the first
time in the twentieth century.
Harry

s.

Truman had come to the Presidency in 1945 at the

death of his predecessor, Franklin D. Roosevelt.

Truman inherited the

problems of the ,.office but he did not know the personal charm and appeal
to the masses as had Roosevelt.

Moreover, Truman's position and state-

ments in the area of civil rights were often confusing.

His Administra-

tion at first was slow to act when the rights of minority citizens were
threatened.

He acted only when there were no other alternatives

available; 48
..~ccording to Bernstein:
Although Truman has supported a Fair Employment
Practices Commission (FEPC) during the war; he
signed an unsuccessful petition on an anti-poll
tax measure, and agreed to an investigation of
racial contracts in the Armed Services; he was
never severly tested and certainly not sympathetic to bold social reform; Truman was not

48Barton J. Bernstein, "The Ambiguous Legacy: The Truman
· Administration and Civil Rights" in Barton J. Bernstein, ed., Politics
and Policies of the Truman Administration (Chicago: Quandrangle Books,
1970), 272-274.
24

25
troubled by the plight of blacks ana felt that
equality woula be achieved unaer a separate but
equal frarnework. 49
Moreover, auring the Congressional debates in 1945 and 1946
over the establishment of a permanent Fair Employment Practices Commission (FEPC) President Truman gave backing to the bill's supporters
but aid nothing to antagonize the bill's opponents who were mainly
Southerners.

Truman took a fence sitting position on the bill in the

Senate where it died.so Yet in his public statements he was quick to
accuse Congress of blocking reform and his aomestic legislation.
Although the new President did not show more than a minimum
amount of interest in black equality, a series of events after 1945
changed his position somewhat.

Several racial murders took place over

the South during the spring and summer of 1946 that reached an alarming rate.

Yet, the President spoke out against this lawlessness,

·only mildly and occasionally.

In mid-September of 1946 the National

Emergency Committee against mob violence sent a delegation to meet.with
the President to discuss the increased racial violence in the South.
The Committee was able to get a promise from the Presiaent that he
would" establish, a committee to look into the situation. 51 ·

49 Barton J. Berstein, Politics ana Policies of the Truman
Aaministration, 272.
50williarn c. Berman, "The Politics of Civil Rights in the
Truman Aaministration" in Richard s. Kirkendall, ed., The Truman
Perioa as a Research-Field (Columbia, Missouri: University of Missouri
Press, 1967), 190-191.
51

·
Bernstein, "Tl,e _Ambiguous Legacy:
ed., The Truman Aaministration, 275-276.

Civil Rights in Bernstein,
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Trtnnan was apparently moved to create the Committee more from
pressure than from his own moral convictions about blacks.
he hesitated. 52

Even then,

Despite his hesitancy Truman established the Civil

Rights Committee with Executive Order 9808, December 5, 1946,

Upon

establishing the Committee, the President declared in his Executive
Order that democratic institutions could not survive where law and
order have broken down and individuals have been killed, maimed or
intimidated.

He reached the conclusion that inadequate civil rights

laws hampered the National Government in discharging its constitutional
obligations, and called upon the Committee to recommend whatever
legislation and administrative actions necessary for protecting civil
. h ts. 53
rig

Prior to 1947, the tides of force and resistance to black
equality had been moving against the black community.

However, in

1947, the winds,of change began moving in a favorable direction for
black Americans.

During that,year, President Truman became the target

of increased pressure from blacks for more rights and privileges as
Americans.

The war had left many black people in this country with a

more mi'litant desire for equality.

Returning black veterans were

demanding the same basic rights that they had fought for abroad.
Additionally, more jobs had opened to blacks as a result of a wartime
economy.

Therefore, many black citizens looked upon the postwar period

as one of opportunity for them.

52

That is, based upon the overall gains

on October 11, 1946,· Attorney General Tom Clark privately
urged Truman to establish the Committee, for it would be of the utmost
value in the task of preserving civil rights. within ten days Truman's
Assistant for Civil Rights, Donald K. Niles, began selecting members for
the investigation. Bernstein, "The Ambiguous Legacy: Civil Rights",
278.
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blacks made during the war their rising expectations made them more
assertive about equality.

Generally, blacks looked to President

Truman for assistance, although he was not noted as a champion of black
aspirations.

President Truman becmne much more sympathetic toward black
equality in 1947.
They were:

Several factors were re·sponsible for his new mood.

(1) Congress and the President reached an unfortunate

deadlock late in 1946, which blocked most of his domestic legislation;
(2) Truman feared that racial violence in America would provide fuel
for Communist propaganda; (3) Black leaders were able to exploit
Truman's fears in regards to the Communist World, therefore, exerting
more overt pressure on hirn; 54 (4) Truman, like Roosevelt, was shamed
by lawlessness in the country; (5) The candidacy of Henry A. Wallace
on a third party ticket and Clark Clifford's political strategy for
Truman's re-election in 1948.

The result of these forces produced the

Civil Rights Commission's Report of October 1947, that called for
federal action to end discrimination and eventually segregation of
minorities in Arnerica. 55

All of the above factors served to move

Truman to a more forthright position on the rights of black citizens.
While these factors moved. the President, they also provided fertile
ground for a clash between the old order and new order of race
relations in Mississippi.

54For example: In O~tober, 1947 the National Association for
the Advancement of Colored People petitioned the United Nations on
behalf of black citizens in America. Bernstein, "The Ambiguous Legacy:
Civil Rights", 279-283.
55

rbid., 279-283.

Sur-prisingly enough, President Truman '.s naming of a Civil
Rights Conc~ission provoked little interest among Southerners.

Even in

Mississippi, there seemed to have been no real concern or outbursts,

no expres.sed fears that Truman had betrayed the South nor were there
threats or warnings regarding the President's actions. 56
While the naming of the Commission_produced little or no
reaction, the report of the Commission drew varied reactions in Mississippi including denoun.cements and some praise.

Governor Fielding L.

Wright and State Senator Oscar o. Wolfe led the criticism of the
report in the state.

Senator Wolfe as Acting Governor had issued a

statement which took issue with the Truman Commission Report befora
Governor Wright returned to the state.

Both of these men denounced

the report and called up all decent white people to resist fully
the trend that the Commission recommended.

Governor Wright added

.that his views on racial segregation were too fiery as to be unprintable, declaring that "the south stands for segregation and will
continue to practice it regardless." 57
The average white, unlike black citizens, could look to the
State Capitol for his leadership.

White citizens were the ones who

elected the office holders, including the Governor and Lieutenant

56The writer made an exhaustive search of the major newspapers
in Mississippi on the·subject of the Civil Rights Commission. He .ias
able to find only newspaper accounts of the Commission. Suprisinqly
enough, there were no editorials denouncing the President's actions
·nor were there comments.from the state's elected officials. The
formation of the Commission was apparently ignored in the state.
57 Jackson Clarion-Ledger, November l, 1947.
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Governor, respectively.58

The Lieutenant Governor, Fielding L. Wright

became the Chief Executive of the state when Governor Baily died
suddenly, in November, 1946.59
Before being admitted. to the Mississippi Bar, Wright was a
Delta planter and a strong advocate of white supremacy.

As a Delta

planter, he accepted the doctrine of white supremacy without question.
Delta planters have shaped the politics of the state and have used
this political power to maintain white supremacy.

In 1947 when Wright

was elected Governor his home county (Sharkey) had a black population
of over 70% of the total people living there.

Acco·rding to V. 0. Key,

Delta planters showed no concern about the welfare of blacks.

Blacks

were the neglected ones in the state of the South but not the forgotten
ones·. 60
.In his Inaugural Address on January 20, 1948, Governor
Fielding L. Wright as the spokesman of white supremacy reacted to
President Truman's liberal pro~ouncements.

The Governor charged that

\

the Truman Administration was· creating.a most serious conflict in the
South.

He characterized the Civil Rights Commission Report as the

beginning of "the campaign of abuse and misrepresentations being,

58Jackson Daily News, August, 1943.
59Fielding L. Wright was born in Rolling Fork (Sharkey County),
Mississippi, May 16, 1895. He was the son of Henry James and Fannie
(Clements) Wright. Wright received his education from: Webb School in
Mississippi, Belbuckle, Tennessee and th.e University of Alabama. He
married Nan Kelly, July 16, 1917 and they were the parents of two
children. Who's Who in America (The A. N. Marquis Company, 1948),
2752.
60Key, Southern Politics, 236-238.
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leveled against our section by those who seek to tear down and disrupt
our institutions and our way of life. n 61 The Governor alleged that
these enemies of the South in Congress were using as their tools the
Fair Employment Practice Commission (FEPC), anti-lynching legislation,
anti-poll tax bill and anti-segregation proposals.

He expressed the

belief that those measures were designed to wreck the South and its
institutions.

Moreover, Wright felt that the measures were invading

States-Rights, and it would not allow states to solve their own problems
in light of their circumstances.

The governor declared that:

such legislation violated the very experience of
man, namely, that the problems of human relationships are so varied and diverse that we can never
begin to solve all of them by laws. They can only
be answered by education and continuing progress
in the light of truth as God may give us wisdom
to see and embrace the truth. And they can only
be solved by the people who understand and know
and are familiar with the problems.62
Governor Wright sounded the alarm in the white com,nunity with
his attack on the President and the Civil Rights Com,nission.

Although

he expressed fear of loosing states-rights and the right to solve
problems locally, it was obvious that the governor's major concern was
the preservation of white supremacy.

The proposals, if enacted, would

have. brought about legal equality for all.

Wright knew that if problem

solving was left to local dictates the status.of blacks would probably
remain unchanged.

Wright knew, too, that federal intervention would

weaken local white control.

The governor was therefore interested in

blocking possible actions of the federal government.

Fundamentally,

61state of Mississippi, Journal of the Senate, 1948, 73.
62 Ibid., 73.
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the governor was advocating local white control of the race problem.
He argued that if the native white people were not interfered with
they would handle the Negro question because, they believed that they
knew the Negro best.
The governor engaged in the dreamland beliefs about race
relations in Mississippi; he said:
Here in Mississippi and the South may be found the
greatest example in human history of harmonies relationships ever recorded as existing between two so
different and distinct races as the white and the
Negro, living so closely together and in such nearly
equal nurnbers. 63
He was certain that uninterrupted progress would be made in
an orderly fashion if both races were left alone by outsiders •
. The governor served notice on his party concerning its position
on Civil Rights.

Wright called Mississippi, "the most Democratic

state in the nation".

He added that he would "regret the day Missis-

sippi or the South should break with the Democratic Party in a national
election",

Ho>:ever, Wright asserted, that "vital principles and

eternal truths transcend party lives, and the day was at hand when
determined actioi, had to be taken".

64

Obviously, tne governor's "vital principles and eternal truths"
referred to continued white rule and domination over blacks.

In other

words, Wright felt that blacks were inferior to white;;and they should
be treated as subordinates.

Wriyht really used expressions such as

"vital principles and eternal truths" as code words for white supremacy,
a philosophy to which he and his followers were firmly wedded.

63 state of Mississippi, Journal of the Senate, 1948, 74,
64

rbid.

In the inaugural address, Wright had thus suggested a possible
break by Mississippi and the South with the National Democratic Party
over civil rights.

According to the Governor, circumstances warrented

"new steps to be taken in National politics by Mississipp.i and the
s,;uthland." 65

He e,opressed hope that these measures would be temporary.

Nevertheless, he felt that the methods used would be justified despite
any set-backs.

Wright claimed that his ultimate objective was to

obtain results for the South.

Here in the Inaugural Address the

governor had called for drastic steps to be taken against his party.
The issue of the black man's civil rights was fast becoming a -battle
cry in the Domocratic Party.
The ~shock-waves of the governor's speech were felt in many
sections of the United States.
in a matter of days.

His address made him a national figure

The reaction of the Memphis Commercial Appeal

was typical, claiming that "Wright won nationwide fame by his attack
on the Democratic Party's Negro policy." 66

on Capitol Hill, Wright's

address sent blood pressures up and his name appeared many times on
.
h e Congressional
.
·
t h e next d ay int
Record. 67 The once obscure and 1 ittle

known governor was now famous.

He had won national noteriety.

Within

Mississippi, whites looked upon him as a hero.
The press.in Mississippi was receptive to the Governor's address.
An

editorial ih the Biloxi Daily Herald summed up the feelings of most

65 state of Mississippi, Journal of the Senate, 74.
66
. 1 Appea l , Fe b ruary 8 , 1948 •
. Memp h'is Commercia
67 u.· s. Congressional Record, B0th· Congress, 2d session (1948),
XCIV, No. 1, 1400.
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of the white press in Mississippi, calling his address:
fine because he best expressed the true feeling between
Negroes and whites in the South. They have grown up together and known each other well. The two races are
different and Negroes should know the same racial,
cultural and natural differences as existed in Africa.
We are strug·gling with the great problem and need no
intermeddling by officious novices. 68
Here the editor was quick to point out that everything was alright in
the state and there would be no problems unless outsiders caused them·.
According to the editor's implications, blacks were satisfied with
conditions as they were.
In addition to the expression about harmonious race relations,
some editors found it necessary to go a step further.

·The Water Valley

North Mississippi Herald was quick to ·point out that a party was only
a name and called for support on the state's principles.69

Governor

Wright was now riding on a high tide of sentiment among a majority of
Mississippi's white citizens.

He spoke the language that most of them

wanted to hear; he re-kindled fires of emotions and passion in them; he
was their David fighting the mighty Goliath.

Moreover, Wright had

challenged Truman, the Democrats, Congress and blacks.

He had aroused

an army of followers who were ready to push the issue to extremes.
Few whites open1y dared to differ with Wright. · The one newspaper editor who did suggest moderation was Rodding Carter II, editor
of the Greenville Delta Democrat Times.

He wrote:

68Biloxi Daily Herald, February 4, 1948.
69water Valley North Mississippi Herald, January 29, 1948.

Both major parties are·committed nationally to
legislation that white Southerners find repugnant in whole or in part. Certainly any federal
attempt to end segregation policies will be
resisted. But how can the South best resist?
Not by withdrawing as an effective political
force which would be separate from either party,
Rather, within the framework of segregation we
should honestly examine those other shortcomings
of the racial pattern in the South and elsewhere
which are critic.ized today and which we ourselves
can and should remedy. Are we really living up
to the letter of the "separate but equal" law?.,,
We had better concentrate on living up to our
obligations within the framework of segregation or
we will continue to be targets of biparty, national
action that may reach the extremes which Governor
Wright foresees and fears, By so doing we can
prove that the governor and many others including
ourselves have contended, namely that the South
can best handle its problems • • • Governor Wright's
message in general was a good one. But let's go
easy on secession. we haven't reqovered yet from
the last time we tried it. 70
But such moderation was an exception to the rule among whites.
The black community was not silent.

In 1948, black leaders

felt that the ballot was an important tool to help them lift their
status.

To seek the ballot was nothing new for black leaders in

Mississippi, this was a goal they had sought since the 1890 disfranchising Constitution was adopted.

However, these leaders needed some sup-

port to help them advance the cause ,;if black citizens in Mississippi.
After the all-white primary was outlawed in 1944, black citizens were
given new hope for a brighter future politically.

Additionally, the

civil rights pronouncement of President Truman inspired black leaders
even more to seek political equality in the state.
Percy Greene was the most agressive.

Of these leaders,

Greene was one black man who was

70Greenville Delta Democrat Times, January 23, 1948.
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a veteran of both World War I and the
sippi.

civil rights struggle in Missis-

He was prepared to fight for black equality at home just as he

fought for A,~erican democracy in the Armed Forces abroad.

71

Greene was

an outstanding black man and an active citizen in the community.
1928, he organized the National Association of Negro Veterans.
a 32nd degree Mason and a charter member of the Elks.

In
He was

Greene began

publishing the Jackson Advocate, a weekly newspaper in 1939. 72
Prior to 1940, like most blacks who dared vote in the state,
he was a Republican.

In early 1940 he changed political parties and

became a Democrat, believing that the Republican Party was doing
nothing to help blacks.

After joining the Democratic Party, he orga-

nized the Mississippi Negro Democratic Associatiop whose purpose was
to promote political participation among blacks.

In addition to his

activities in the Mississippi Negro Democratic Association, Greene
wrote editorials in his _newspaper to focus attention on the legal
conditions of the ··black citizens in the state.

Moreover, it was largely

through,· his determined efforts that the black citizens were allowed

71

-Percy Greene was born September 7 ,· 1900; the son of Georges
Washington and Sarah (Stone) • He attended Smith Robe.rts Elementary
School, st. Joseph High School, and entered Jackson State College in
Jackson, Mississippi but left in 1915 after completing two years. He
served in the United States Army as a private, 1917-1921. After Greene
finished his tour of duty, he re-entered Jackson State College and
completed requirements for a B. s. Degree. Greene married Francis
Reed, June 22, 1922 and they were the parents of two children, Francis
Lorraine and Gwendolyn Louise. Who's Who in the South and Southwest
(The A. N. Marquis Company, 1950), 306.
72 Ibid.
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to vote in the Democratic primary of 1946. 73

Thus, Greene remained

the major voice of the black community through the 1940's.
From every indication, Greene had emerged as a force to be
reckoned with in Mississippi.

Not only that, he stood as a symbol for

the black community which was in desperate need of more leaders.

More

importantly, they needed a spokesman who could voice their feelings in
words, both spoken and written.

Greene was a man qualified to give

his people the leadership they desired and needed.
Percy Greene had been the lone voice in the state that openly
praised the Truman Civil Rights Report in 1947.

Speaking for himself

and the black community in the state, Greene parised the commission's
report as noteworthy.

He added that:

there is but one road to greatness for Mississippi and
that is to join in bringing about the realization of the
hope expressed by the President of the United States that
the Committee on Civil Rights became, A new Charter of
human freedom in our time. 74
In addition to Greene's statement with regards to the Commission's report, Greene used his organization, the Mississippi Negro
Democratic Association, to further the goal of black equality in the
state.

The organization was composed of black citizens who were

pledged to support the principles of the National Democratic Party.

It

also pledged to help secure qualified black citizens t.he right to vote;
to seek through local officials the right of black citizens to vote in

73
74

Percy Greene, Persoi1al in,terview, June 13, 1970.
,
Jackson Advocate, November 15, 1947.
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local elections throughout the state and to help support and maintain
through their contributions an increased knowledge, interest, and
participation in the State and National Democratic Parties. 75
•rhe Mississippi Negro Democratic Association (MNDA) was the
black counterpart to the lily-white Democratic Party of Mississippi.
Although the United States Supre.me Court outlawed the all-white primary
in 1944, blacks still were not members of the regular Democratic Party
in the state,

Percy Greene, the MNDA President, often stresse'd the

importance of voting through the newspaper, the Jackson Advocate, 76
Greene also issued pleas for black registered voters to pay their poll
taxes before February 1, 1948 which was the deadline.

In addition,

through the MNDA, Greene urged all qualified blacks to register and
vote.

He further insisted that all blacks become politically involved

for the betterment of the black man's status in the state.
In addition to Percy Greene's efforts, other organizations
sought to increase black voter registration in the state in 1948,

The

Progressive Voters League along with Greene's Mississippi Negro Democratic
Association were the major black political organizations operating in,. the
state.· Both were small in membership but they were seeking the same
objectives.
The Progressive Voters League was the smaller of the two.

The

League was a non-partisan political organization designed to promote

75 Mrs.
(Jackson:

c. C. Mosley, Sr._, The Negro in Mississippi History
The Hederrnan Brothers Press, 1969), 73-74.

76 Jackson Advocate, January 24, 1948.
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political activity among black citizens in the South.
in Jackson, Mississippi November 23, 1944.

It was organized

Two of the organization's

founders were T. B. Wilson, 77 and Percy Greene.

Wilson was selected

to head the League with Percy-Greene serving as Assistant Secretary.
Black leaders organized the League because they felt that poli ti.cal'
awareness should begin to manifest itself more among blacks in the
state·.

Its major purpose was to get every qualified black citizen

registered to vote.78
Four years later, the League's objectives were still the same
-as outlined when the organization was founded in the state.

O.n January

10, 1848, T. B. Wilson, League President, issued a call for all black
registered voters to pay their poll taxes before February 1, which was
the deadline.

In addition, all qualified blacks were urged to register. 79

With this new political activity in the black community in 1948,
it was not surprising that they responded to the governor I s c_hallenge.
Moreover, a new politicat awareness had begun to surface itself among

,

blacks for the first time since Radical Reconstruction.

The governor's

anti-Civil Rights statements and his Inaugural Address helped to kindle
those embers of concern for their welfare.

They had seen·signs of a

new day and were ready to preserve the signs· and encourage more.

77T. B. Wilson was a local black civil rights leader in Jackson.
He owned the Wilson Reality Agency. It was through Wilson's efforts that
the organization was brought to, and set up in the state. Jackson
Advocate, December 16, 1944.
78Ibid., December 16, 1944.
79Ibid., January 15, 1948.
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Percy Greene delivered the most blistering attack on the
governor's address, accusing the governor of trying to keep blacks
down.

He believed that the governor would fail in his efforts.

:i:t

was time for Mississippi to find "a road to greatness in politics and
the Negro question", he asserted.

A paraphrased quotation from the

English Philosopher, John Viscount Morley, concluded Greene's attack:
One thing is certainly true, and that is, that great
world forces, far more powerful than the political
influence of the Northern Negro vote, and the radical
minority groups, are demanding the abolition of
segregation in America. 80
Percy Greene's expression summed up the feelings of a majority
of Mississippi's blacks at this time.

Among other black leaders

interviewed, 81 a majority of them felt that the governor.was echoing
the philosophies of Vardaman and Bilbo. 82
Several days after Governor Wright's verbal attack on President
Truman, the President provided the governor and other white Southerners
with a greater target.

On February 2, 1948, in a message to Congress,

Truman outlined a ten point Civil Rights Program and asked for its
enactment.

Truman incorporated most of the major recommendations from

his Civil Rights Commission's Report, in his address.

The Truman Civil

80 Jackson Advocate, January 31, 1948.·
81

·
Black persons interviewed:

strong, Edward

s.

Luther s. Alexander, Thomas Arm-

Bishop, Earl B. Brown, Percl; Greene, Aaron Henry,

Richard w. Jones, Arenia c. Mallory, Jacob L. Reddix, Mrs. Annie B.
Shields and Reverend Robert L. 'l'. Smith. More information will be persented on each person mentioned above in another chapter of this thesis.
82 The opinion among blacks was divided. Two leaders were more
cautious than the majority. They felt that the governor was a sincere,
but misguided man--Black leaders, personal interviews, April 1, 1970
through November 20, 1970.
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Rights Bill dealt mainly with legal equality for blacks.
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Basically the

bill was designed to achieve legal equality for blacks within the context
of a segregated society.

Moreover, the President did not submit the

bill becaus·e of his deep concern for the black man's plight, rather he
was following Clark Clifford's strategy for an uphill battle for reelection.

The strategy was:

the Administration should select the issues upon which
there will be conflict with a majority in Congress. It
(the Administration) can assume that it will get no major
part of its own program approved •. Its tactics must, therefore, be entirely different than if there were any real
point to bargain and compromise. Its recommendations ••
m_ust be tailored for the voters, not the Congressmen.83
The above strategy had worked with Taft-Hartley legislation which led
Clifford to advise that it be expanded to all domestic issues.
Although the President knew the bill would not pass, he submitted it for political reasons and hoped his actions would gain for mim
the confidence and votes from a majority of black urban voters.

In

addition to that, he did not use the Executive Powers which the Civil
Rights Commission recommended that he use to end discrimination in
government contracted employment, that is, the Commission recommended
that he :issue an Executive Order to prevent discrimination against
blacks in agencies that had or planned to obtain Federal Government
contracts.

However, he promised such an Executive Order in the future. 84

Nevertheless, blacks in Mississippi hailed his actions and whites in the
state bitterly attacked it.

83 .
.
'' Th e Amb'iguous Legacy:
· Berns t ein.,

Civil Rights", 283-284.

Black leaders in the state sa1<· an opportunity to go on record
for their. civil rights in itississippi. . Several days after the
President's address Percy Greene called a state-wide mass meeting to
be held at Centeral Methodist Church in Jackson on February 11, 191a. 85
At the meeting more than one hundred black citizens from all sections
of the state adopted resolutions demanding their civil rights.

Percy

Greene was unanimously elected chairman. 86
In the J:eynote address, he stated:
As long as state-rights exist as the parmount political
philosophy in the.South, the Negro will never have an opportunity for true equality • • • We don't want intermarriage
and we don't believe in social equality: but we do want
equal rights: 87
Greene expressed the opinion that blacks in Mississippi wanted
to vote for one major reason:·
_To join with the intelligent Christian white people in
making Mississippi a better place where Negroes and
white people could live together in happiness, prosperity
cooperation and good will.BB
Percy Greene and other leaders expressed the opinion that
Governor Wright had made his stand known that he had no intention of
granting blacks political equality in the state.

Thus, they felt that

their only recourse was to request from the governor and the state
legislature their just rights, and failing that, to take their case
to the courts.89

85 Jackson Advocate, February 21, 1948.
86 New York Times, February 12, 1948.
87 Ibid.
88Jackson Advocate, February 21, 1948.
89New York Times, February 12, 1948.
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Black leaders were not militant in 1948.
appeal to the good sense of the whites.
what blacks sought to project to whites.

Their tactic was to

The "good Negro" concept was
The goals of the black leader

in Mississippi were _confined to equality under the law not social
equal_ity.

They were seeking an autonomous society.

Although black cit-

izens' demands were limited, that is, blacks were only asking for the
right to vote.

Not unexpectedly, the state refused to grant black

citizens the franchise. '
The group of black leaders adopted two resolutions at the
Februaz:y meeting.

One of the resolutions was in the form of a telegram

to President Truman.

It commended him on his civil rights program that

he submitted to Congress on February 2, 1948.

The other resolution

called upon Governor Wright and the State legislature to appoint an
Inter-racial Committee composed of an equal number of white and black
members to work out a plan for equality of opportunity for all.citizens.
Copies of the first resolution were sent to Senators James o. Eastland,
Arthur Vandenberg, and Robert Taft and to House Speaker Joe Martin.
The other telegram was sent to Mississippi officials, Governor Fielding
L. Wright, state Senator Sam Lumpkin, President of the Senate, and to
Walter Sillers, Speaker of the House of Representatives. 90 The Governor
and the legislature completely ignored the resolution, not even acknowledging its receipt.

Although the protest meeting and resolutions were

largely ignored, it was significa.,t that black leaders had now gone on
record in Mississippi on behalf of their civil rights.

90

Jackson Advocate, February 21, 1948.
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was the first of its kind to be held by blacks in the state in the
twentieth century. 91

In response to Truman's civil rights stand and

Governor v1right' s. stand on states-rights blacks became more vocal on
civil rights_for the first time since Radical Reconstruction.

Although

the organizational unity among blacks was weak, the meeting marked the
beginning of the protest movement in Mississippi.

Heightened political

activity in the black community came later in the year.
In contrast to the assertive attitude of blacks, the whites of
the state reacted bitterly and economically· to Truman's civil rights
program.

Governor Wright led the opposition iLn Mississippi, and the

South to Truman's Programs of political equality for all Americans.
Not unexpectedly, Southerners were ang,ry about Truman's civil rights
proposals.

A storm of protest echoed from the halls of Congress.

Representatives from Mississippi, John Bell Williams and Thomas G.
Abernethy, strongly protested the new proposals.

Congressman Williams

accused the President of "stabbing his Southern friends in the back." 92
Congressman L. Mendall Rivers of South Carolina alleged:
This anti-Lynch bill is not only unconstitutional, it
is the most dastardly thing that ever emanated from

91 some of the other leaders who were reported to have attended
the meeting were: Walter H. Williams, President, Security Life Insurance
Company (Jackson, i-iississippi), Dr. A. H. McCoy, a local Dentist, and
C. T. Butler, Secretary of the State Republican, Central Committee. Also
present were: Charles ·s. Stringer, President of the Stringer Grand Lodge
in Mississippi, Attorney Jack H. Young, a local black attorney and some
un-named local black ministers. Percy Greene, Personal interview, June
13, 1970.
92 u. s. Congressional Record, 80th Congress, 2d Session (1948),
XCIV, No. l, 976.
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·the mind of any political minded individual to sit in
thiG house. 9 3
However, the most vocal reaction from the South came from Mississippi.
Led by Seanator James

o. Eastland, Mississippi's entire Congressional

delegation denounced Civil Rights and the Preside~t. 94
Before leaving for a Conference of Southern Governors in
Tallahassee, Florida on February 5, Governor Fielding L. Wright issued
a call for a statewide mass meeting of the Democrats of Mississippi to
be held in the city auditorium on February 12, "to express resentment
against President Truman '.s Civil Rights proposal. n95

He added:

We will mobilize for an all out fight. I am confident.
that this militant leadership on the part of Mississippi
• • • will spread like wildfire and sweep before it all
those who today stand as enemies of our institutions
and our way of life. 96
The Governor had made up his mind to lead Mississippi's fight against
Truman and Civil Rights Proposals in spite of whatever a~tion other
Southerners would take.

He was confident of the backing of the legis-

lature and the majority of th~ whites in the state.

The Mississippi

Legislature endorsed the Governor's call for a meeting February 12 in
a Concurrent Resolution (both houses of the legislature) saying that
the members would attend in a body.

Wa!ter Sillers, Speaker of the

93u. s. Congressional Record, 80th Congress, 2d Session (1948),
XCIV, No. 1, 1987.
94 Jackson Daily News, January 21, 1948.
95New York Times, January 21, 1948.
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,,,?
House of Representatives even urged calling a convention to name a

Southern Presidential Candidate. 97
In contrast, President Truman ignored the south's reaction to
his civil rights proposals.
asked:

In a news conference, February 5, he was

"Mr. President, what do you think of the reaction of some of

your Democratic colleagues to your civil rights program?"
11

He replied:

I have no comment on that. 1198

The Southern Governors Conference received strong support
from Mississippi.

On the opening day, February 6, of the conference,

Senator James Eastland addressed a joint session of Mississippi's
Legislature.

The Senator told the legislature that, "the only question

is that Negroes stay out of politics,"

Eastland added:

"Southern

whites want Negroes to have a square deal but for them to participate
in politics would destroy the structure of Southern Governments." 99
Eastland's statements echoed the sentiments of most white supremacists
in the state and revealed the major reason beneath all the rhetoric
for white supremacy-political power.
Further support for Wright came from the Jackson Junior Bar
Association which adopted a resolution calling upon the State Democratic
Executive Committee and the state legislature to "take positive 2ction

97

Jackson Daily News, January 21, 1948.

98 Public Papers of the President of the United States, Harry

s. Truman, Volume IV (Washington, D. C.:
Office, 1948), 21.

u. s. Government Printing

99 Jackson Advocate, February 6, 1948.
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and consider whatever st.eps toward the effectuation of the warning

given by Eastland to Wright."100
At the conference, Governor Wright offered a motion calling
for a Southern Conference of "true Democrats 11 to convene on March 1 to

consider a party bolt.

Rejecting the Wright motion, Wright's southern

colleagues at the Florida meeting were less enthusiastic about leaving
the Democratic Party than he.
· a seconding vote.

The Governor's motion did not receive

Instead the other Southern Governors took a more

moderate position on the civil rights iss~e, adopting a plan for a
"forty day cooling off period".

Governor J. Strom Thurmond of south

Carolina called for the conference to appoint a committee to study the
controversial problems "arising in the South from the ten-point civil
rights program pr~sented by President Truman to Congress"last Tuesday
and to report back to the conference in forty days with a recommended
course of action. 11101
a voice vote.

Thunnond' s resolution was passed unanimously by

102

Later in the day Governor Wright issued a statement in which
he denied supporting Thurmond's resolution in the voice voting.

How-

ever, none of the other governors recalled hearing a nay vote from
the Governor. 103

lOOJackson Daily News, Feqruary 6, 1948.
lOlNew York Times, February 8, 1948.
102Members nam·ed to the committee .were: William B. Lane
(Maryland), Governor J. Strom Thurmond (Chairman), Beauford H. Jester
(Texas), Bert Laney (Arkansas), R. Gregg Cherry (North Carolina), and
William M. Tuck (Virginia). New York Times, February 9, 1948.
l0 3 rbid., February 8, 1948.

It appeared that Governor Wright was determined to lead a·
revolt against the National Democratic Party despite the efforts of
his colleagues to take a more moderate approach to the problem . . Additionally, the governor left the Conference rebuffed and dissatisfied.
The Mississippi legislature joined the Governor in expressing displeasure with the action taken at the conference.

On February 9 the

Mississippi leg_islature urged Governor Wright to call an early southwide meeting of Democrats to force the national party to respect and
perpetuate the rights of the South.

The lawmakers felt that he should

take the lead since the other governors adopted del·aying tacti,cs.

In

addition, the Governor stated that his office had been deluged with
telephone calls and telegrams from Democratic leaders throughout the
South asking that he carry out his plans • 104
.on February 12, Lincoln's birthday, the Wright faction of
southern White Democrats (mostly Mississippi Democrats) met i_n Jackson,
Mississippi.

Governor wright !iad called this meeting to protest

Truman's ten point civil rights program.

According to the governor,

Truman, Civil Rights and Federal intervention were the major targets
of the Wright faction.

More than four thousand persons assembled, sang

Dixie, waved Confederate flags, and adopted resolutions.

The meeting

of Wright Democrats resolved that the Mississippi State Democratic Committee should call a conference of "all true white Jeffersonian Democrats"
to meet later in Jackson to chart a political plan of action against
..
. h
105
Truman an d civi
1 rig ts.

l0 4New York Times, February 8, 1948.
105Jackson Clarion-Ledger, February 13, 1948.
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After the mass meeting in Jackson, Mississippi, on February 12,
Wright and his Democrats were well on their way to waging a battle with
Truman and the Federal Government against black political equality in
Mississippi.

The battle lines had been drawn and blacks were the ones

caught in the middle.

White Mississippians were ready to form the army

Wright needed to fight and were prepared to follow his leadership.
In an address to the Madison County Farmers Club, February 17,
Wright praised the South as the bulwark of the party.

He suggested

that civil rights advocates be forced to bolt the party.

Wright

expressed· the southern fears best when he said that this legislation
would only be the opening wedge to other and more vicious legislation. 11106
If the Governor could prevent any statutes on civil rights from being
placed on the books, his movement was a success.
hoped to block civil rights.

At best, the Governor

Wright went further in his accusation

with charges that Truman was "bartering with leaders of minori.ty groups
aimed at furthering their interest".

He claimed that most blacks in

the state were not fooled by agitators who professed to be their friends
but were only interested in stirring up racial strife.

According to

Wright, the course for blacks in the state was "to improve their education and seek better opportunities once qualified to do so. 11107

In

other words, the governor was telling the blac~ community to stay in its
place.

Here Wright re-emphasized Mississippi's racial segregation

creed. 108

106Jackson Clarion Ledger, February 13, 1948.
l07 Jackson Daily News, February 18, 1948 •.
108 For a discussion this creed, see James W. Silver Mississippi: The Closed Society (New York: Harcourt, Brac.e & World, 1966).
22.
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As a part of the continuing anti-civil rights fight, the

•

Mississippi Democratic Executive Committee met February 19, in Jackson,
Mississippi to formulate plans for a national organization of "true
White Jeffersonian Democrats" to combat Truman's civil rights program.
The Committee reissued a call for a southern meeting of "true White
Jeffersonian Democrats" for February 22.

109

According to prior plans, Governor Wright, along with White

-------

Jeffersonian Democrats met in Jackson, February 22, to draft "a
~

southern plan of aQt.ion.!!.-agaim,t Truman-!-s ·anti-states-rights program.

~

Representatives attending

the Conference adopted "top secret plans"

to work in the interest of freedom-loving "true White Jeffersonian
Democrats".llO Although delegates gathered from all southern states,
Wright's Mississippi Democrats made up the majority of those in
attendance.

Outside state participation in the anti-Truman movement

·at the conference was probably minimal.

The bolt idea still had not

taken roots over the South, but was primarily a Mississippi idea, conceived, born a.~d nourished by that state's leader.· Mississippi's
extreme radical recommendations for a party split was not yet as
appealing to other Southerners.

Many Southerners were apparently

taking a wait and see attitude.
Even in Mississippi there were some citizens who urged a
cautious policy.

H.

w.

Gautier, Chairman of the Jackson County Demo-

cratic Executive Committee, supported Wright but insisted that maybe

l0 9Jackson Clarion-Ledger, February 20, 1948.
llOJackson Daily News, February 23, 1948.
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ti1c state \,·.::" noving too h.:ts':.ily without really waiting to see what

would happen with the co·:1rnittce of governors appointed at the Florida
Conference .
resort .

A~; Gautier saw it , bolting the party should be a last

Also f:cvcrend Chi.l.rles G. Hamilton of l>.berdcen , head of the

Young Democr-1ts of Mississippi , called for Miss issippi to continue
supporting the regular D:?mocrat.ic Party .

Hamilton ' s p roposal was

booed down and never received a seconding motion.

Other th an t he

mild opposition offered by Gautier and Hamilton , Wri ght' s Democrats
carried the day at the confercnce . 1 1 1
On the following day, February 23 , a states .rights headquarters
was opened in Jackson for the purpose of enlisting the support of all
true white Jeffersonian Democrats against proposed anti-sout hern
l egislati on . 112

February ended with the stat es -rights - anti-TrUf'lan move-

ment budding in the state.

Differences between t he Mi ss i ssippi Demo-

crats and the llational Democrats appeared beyond reconcil iation .
The intensity of the states - rights movement i ncreased in March.
On March 1, the Democrati c Executive Committee set the s t age for a n
a ll out fight with a call to purg~ the Democratic Party c f undesirabl es,
that is , Truman and c ivil r ights advocates , retain states-rights and

111 1-lemnhis Cominercial Appeal, February 23 , 1948 .

112Hembers of the i'1ississippi Democratic Executive Committee
were : L. O. l~llcn , J r., of Belmont ; T. J . Tubb of t•:est Point; J. M.
Talbot of Clarksdale; D. 'l'. Ruff of Lexington ; T . N. Gor e of Murks ;
George Thornton of Koscui~l.o; !lsnton TO".)mcr of Houston; Ed Underwood
of Grenada; Senc.1tor Nate Williams of Meridian ; Knox Huff of Forest;
John Butler of Qui trnan ; J. F. Ruffin of llat:tiesburg ; R. M. Newton of
1·1iggins ; Shi:-lcy C. Mi!gec of t-:onticc llo; George Butler of Jackson ;
Fred Anderson of Gloster ; Ed Simmons of Tvlertown; Allen 1.1ridgeforth
of Yazoo City; r.:. c. Truley of Fayette , and Weaver Gore of Jackson.
Jackson Clarion-Ledger , !-larch ~, 1 948 .

possibly elect a southerner to the Presidenty in a campaign to be
climaxed with the State Democratic Convention on June 22. 113
W.

w. Wright was appointed as Chairman of a Campaign committee

consisting of twenty-one prominent Democrats from all sections of the
state.

Wright was a fifty-four year old businessman, president of the

largest wholesale grocery company in the state.

The purpose of this

Campaign Committee was to enlist the support of all "true White
Jeffersonian Democrats_" behind the states' right movement. 114

White

Mississippians were well prepared to wage the states' right fight
over the -state and the South.

Mississippi had charted the South's

political course in 1948 long before the expiration of the forty day
cooling off period that the Southern Governors Conference had endorsed. 115
According to prior plans made at the Southern Governors Conference, Southern Governors reconvened in Washington, D. c. March 13,
. to chart a political plan of action for the South in 1948.

This Com-

mittee of Southern Governors had been appointed at the Florida Conference, February 7, to study the possible effects of Truman's civil
rights program on the South.

During the interim period (February 7,

1948-March 6, 1948), these Governors urged National Democratic Party

113 Jackson Daily News, February 23, 19.48.
114 rbid.
115

rn addition to the Campaign Committee headed by w. w. Wright,
there was a Women's Division of the state anti-civil rights committee.
~,rs. Mary Louise Kendall, Natchez, National Democratic Committee Woman
from Mississippi was named chairman of the group. Mrs. o. H. Palmer of
Jackson was named co-chairman. Memphis Commercial Appeal, Harch 28
1948.
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Chairman, Senator J. Howard NcGrath of Rhode Island to persuade President Trtnnan to soften his civil rights proposal to Congress.

However,

the Governors failed to gain any concessions from the President.

Re-

buffed, the.Governors came to Washington determined to stop the Truman
measures and resolved to block the nomination of any presidential
candidate who supported a civil rights program.

The governor's report

proposed that Democratic Conventions in Southen States put it clearly
on the record that their electoral votes in November election would
not be cadt for any person favoring the kihd of civil rights legislation Truman wanted.

It was further suggested that Southern States

defer choosing their electors for president and vice president until
after the Democratic National Convention in July.

Following the

National Convention, a caucus of Southern States electors could be
held to take "concerted action" if necessary.

The whole objective of

the Southern Governors was ·to deny Truman the nomination at the convention by not voting at all.

They were hoping that there would also

b·e dissatified Henry Wallace supporters present who would demand a
Presidential nominee other that Truman as the Democratic Party's
standard .bearer.

In other words, Southern Democratic Governors were

hopeful .of forcing the Convention to accept a compromise Candidate
other than Truman, that they too could support for President.

Finally,

the report of the Southern Governors gave each individual Southern
State permission to take additional political action of its own in the
forth coming months. 11_6

116Jackson Daily News, March 14, ,1948.
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Meanwhile, the Wright forces gained the upper hand over their
Southern moderates in the anti-TrUman fight.

The stop-Truman anti-

civil rights movement was no longer a Wright-Mississippi Democrat;ic
Party fight against the National Democratic Party.

Instead it was now

a·Southern movement with its base in Mississippi.

It was at this point

that the South joined Wright philosophically in the 1948 anti-TrUman
fight.

Wright was able to gain the support of his colleagues simply

because the National Democratic Party's chairman was unable to persuade
Truman to soften his civil rights stand.

Without any concessions from

the national party other Southern Governors were driven into the Wright
camp because there was not any place for them to go.
a middle ground for these dissatisfied Southerners.
compromise and failed.

There was hardly
They had tried

Therefore, these Southern Governors joined the

Wright forces as a result of frustration with the national party over
civil rights.
Although Governor Wright had already begun the anti-civil rights
fight, he now had the unquestionable backing from his southern colleagues
to continue and expand the fight.

The Wright victory process began

officially on Saturday, March 13 in Washington, D. c. when the six
governors who were members of the Southern Governors Conference Committee formally approved a Committee report blasting the civil rights
proposals and laying out a program of concerted action" to deprive
Truman of Southern electoral votes in Novernber. 117

117

Jackson Daily News, March 14, 1948.
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Si1ortly after the Sout..hcr:i Governors failed to gain any significant consessions from the l'.,1tional Dcrnocr.:itic Party' i-; leadership on
civil rights , ,TUl,1C! Herbert ll0lmcs , Chain:ian of the lh ssissippi State
Democratic Executive Committee, culled a special session of that body .
The main objective of this 1.,ectinq, which convened the following 1'':onday
was to initiate an inforir.ational program to make sure Mississippi
Democratic delegates and electors knew what. action t o take at the National Convention in July and at the Electoral College .
During the meeting T. J. Tubb of West Point submitted an
e l even point resolution that was unanimously approved.

Some of the

high points were:
1.

2.

3.

4.

Mississippi's nine presidential electors must be States '
Righters.
Mississippi'.; ..lclcgatcs to the Democratic t,=itional Convention should withcJraw from the Convention unless the
party asserted its support of st"'tes' rights .
If the Mississippi delegation walked out ot the Nationdl
Convention then tl.e Slate INrnocraLic Convention should
re-assenble and authorize those individuals to attend a
second convention made up of loy;,l Jeffersonian States'
Rights IA'~,ocrats, \:hich would in turn nominate candidates
for presioent and vice-president .
A Peoples' Co1...nittee of loyal St.c:ites' Rights Jeffersonian
Democrats be created, along with a campaign committee , to
work toward the acco!:'.plishment of the stated goals and
educating the people of Mississippi to the path of action
lo be pursued . 118

The adopted ca1apaign slo~an was, "Let ' s g ive government back
to the people and to the states."

C'-.overnor Wright was designated

honor ary Chairman of the Peoples Committee .

In addition , the Democratic

Executive Cor:-mittce announcE,<... toe grass root states -rights meetings

11 8v1inona Times, March 5, 1948 .
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would be held in all eighty-two counties March 20.

These meetings

would be designed "to take the truth to the people" • 119
On Saturday, March 20 Governor Wright spoke over state-wide
radio to meetings of Democratic leaders in all eighty-two counties
urging them to "volunteer now by the hundreds and thousands" in the
states' rights fight. 120

Wright called on all the Democratic men and

women of Mississippi to declare their freedom within and without the
party and to make their voices heard loud and clear for the way of
life for the happiness and peace they all knew and loved so well.
Also, on that day it was announced that a nationwide conference of
States' Righters would be held at the city auditorium in Jackson at
ten a.m. on May 10.

The purpose of the May 10 meeting would be to

further crystalize the South's plans for the presidential election.
Wright pledged to continue the battle started against Truman in His-

•
·sissippi and vowed to expand the movement nationally on May J.O.

121

In contrast to the activity of the white community, the black
community remained passive.

Generally, black citizens did more observ-

ing than acting dur_ing the time that the states-righters were organiz~
ing.

The lack of activity reflected to a large extent the lack of

organization and unity in the black community.

Most blacks had learned

to accept unquestionably their status in society, thus making it hard

119

120
121

,

Jackson Daily News, March 16, 1948.
rbid., March 21, 1948.
Ibid.
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for black leaders to get other blacks involved in activities designed
to make them first class citizens.

Blacks were therefore slow to

organize.
Nonetheless, there was some political activity takirig place
among the state's blacks.

For example, many miles from the state,

black people from Mississippi were attending the National Progressive
- League Conven t·
. i11.am1.
. . ,- Fl or 1..d a. 122
Vo t ers
· ion 1.n
Dallas, Texas, was President.

Maynord H. Jackson of

The League had been formed in Hot

Springs, Arkansas, April 29, 1944 after the United States Supre.~e
Court decision, Smith vs. Allwright, that outlawed the all-white
Democratic·Primary.

Jackson felt that newly enfranchised black voters

in the Southern section of the United States should be given guidance
and orientation in the use of the ballot.

Moreover, he advocated

cooperation -:and unity among black citizens in all sections of the
United States. 123
Percy Greene was electi,d as Regional Vice President of the
League at the National Convention.

T. -B. Wilson, President of the

League in Mississippi was also in attendance at the ·convention.

In

addition," in a declaration at the close of the Convention, the League
member:; pledged themselves to get every qualified black registered to
vote across the nation_.1 24
In addition to the Progressive Voters League Convention, blacks
from Mississippi attended a seven state regional conference of the
National Association for the Advancement of ·colored People on March 21

122Jackson Advocate, !1arch 6, 1948
123 rbid •
. 124 rbid.
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at Tuskegee, Alabama.

Blacks answered the white South's revolt against

Truman's civil rights program with a renewed demand for racial equality.
The conference adopted a policy statement denouncing discrimination in
education and voting and insisting on the "right of personal safety."
Walter White, Executive Secretary of the NAACP, served as spokesman.
The three hundred NAACP delegates represented Alabama, Florida, Georgia,
Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, and Tennessee.
Civil rights had become an important issue in 1948.

125

Southern

disgruntled Democrats were making an all out effort to block. any
change in the status-quo with regards to civil rights and black
leaders were equally determined to challenge white supremacy advocates
for their legal rights.
Thus in Mississippi, Wright and Greene had taken two directly
opposite positions on civil rights.

Wright who represented the white

community was prepared to fight to preserve white supremacy forever in
the state.

On the other hand, Greene was equally prepared to fight

for black equality under the law.

The two positions were incompatible;

therefore these men became symbols for their causes and philosophically
the pathway for confrontation between white supremacy and black equality
under the law had been laid with the report coming from the TrUll)an
Civil Rights Commission in 1947.
Therefore, as the ena of March, 1948 neared, two significant
factors had taken place in 1-lississippi's politics:

125'

Jackson Advocate, March 6, 1948.

One was the birth
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of the States-Rights Movement.

Secondly, not as clearly perceived, the

States-Rights Movement had produced a new political awareness among
blacks for the first time in Mississippi since the Radical Reconstruction Era.

CHl\PTER 4
ACTIONS AND REACTIONS AMONG WHITES IN MISSISSIPPI
The months of April through August of 1948 were'ones of
political actions
and national level.

and ·reactions among various groups on both the state
In April, emotions among whites in the state had

reached the fever pitch.

White supremacists, led by Governor Wright,

under the guise of preserving states-rights, were busy spreading the
seeds of discord among the state's citizens.

Moreover, most white

citizens followed the Governor's lead because they were victims of the
same vicious system of intimidation that plagued blacks; little room
for dissent existed once a decision had been reached.
James Silver, a noted,historian, said of dissent in Mississippi:
When there is no effecti,ve challenge to the
code, a mild toleration of dissent is evident,
provided the non-conformist is tactful and
does not go far. But with ·substantial challenge from the outside • . • the society tightly
closes its ranks, becomes inflexible and stubborn, and lets no scupple, legal or ethical
stand in its way, and the moderate either goes
along or is eliminated. Those in control during such times of crisis are certain to be
extremists whose decisions are determined by
their conformity to the orthodoxy. 126
The state legislature continued to support the Governor in his
states-rights actions.

Early in the month of April, the legislature

considered a bill which would restrict the right of voting in the
state.

The "good character" amendment, was approved.

126 silver, The Closed society, 6.,

•
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This would

60
have tightened the qualifications of a voter by requiring him to be of
good moral character.

It was designed primarily to prevent widespread

voting by blacks in the state.

Representative Harvey Ross of Coahoma

County stated that adoption of the good moral character clause would
prevent persons of a low moral character from voting.
the object of the amendment; he said:

Ross revealed

"ninety per cent of them (blacks)

live in bigamy and adultery", and he boasted that, "election officials
will never attack the character of a white man" .127

The white election

officials were the sole determiners of who did or did not possess a
good moral character.

A man' color was the judge of his character;

black was the bad color,
During the hearings on the bill an amendment was added that
would have required that the state constitution be taught as a
mandatory subject.

The amendment frightened many supporters of the

bill and it was defeated.

Many members of the legislature felt that

if the constitution was a required subject, blacks would commit the
constitution to memory and they in turn would be qualified to vote.128
Rather than do anything that would possibly help increase the black
electorate, members of the legislature panicked and' defeated the
entire bill.
The legislature passed additional laws· in April covering areas
other 'than those dealing with voting.

One particular bill of interest

127Jackson Advocate, April 10, 1948.
128Ibid.
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approvea which changea the state law for qualifying as Presiaential
ana Vice Presiaential Electorso

This law was aesignea primarily to

allow Dixiecrat or States-Rights canaiaates to appear in the regular
-Democrat_ic_ Party slate on ballots in November.

By liberalizing the

law for Dixiecrats, it also opened the aoor for other Presiaential
slates.

The law proviaea for the f~llowing:
that each qualifiea elector in the state may exercise
his choice in voting regaraless of his party's affiliation; either for one set of electors of the respective
regular political parties or for one set.of unpledgea
129
electors for the office of President of the United States.

It was now possible for a set of unpleagea electors to file with the
Secretary of State.

This law in effect, gave Mississippians an

opportunity to vote for presidential ana vice presiaential candiaates
other than those chosen by the traaitional national parties.
In order to place candidates for President and Vice President
on·the ballot a set of nine electors was required.

These electors had

to file with the Secretary of State's office with a sworn intention to
support a certain party or candidates for President and Vice President.
The names of presidential and vice presidential candidates names would
not app13ar on the ballot, only the electors and the party they represented.

An alternative to the electors was to file a petition with

the signature of fifty voters to place a party or candidates on the
ballot. 130

In effect, Mississippi's laws had been made very liberal

l29Laws of t11e State of Mississippi: Appropriations, General
Legislation and Resolutions (Jackson, Mississippi: Hederman Brothers
Press, 1948), 347-348.
130

Ibid.
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on qualifications for electors; which benefitted states' righters.

It

was evident that the major fight being waged against Truman was over
civil rights and integration.

States-rights was used to·hide the

real target.
In Mississippi, anti-civil rights sentiment ran high.

Violence

directed toward blacks. was stepped up as a direct result of the bitter
agitation of the civil rights issue.
beaten in Louise, Mississippi.

A black farm tenant was severly

This incident and similar ones caused

widespread terror among Mi_ssissippi blacks especially in the Delta
section of the state.

In addition, in Jones County Mississippi.it

was reported that Negro mobs were roaming the northern section of the
county~ after racial disturbances at Dontonville.

Branding the reports

and rumors of the armed Negro mob as absolutely false in every element
and detail, leading black citizens throughout the county who requested that their names be withheld, asserted that the mob rumor was
nothing but an excuse for a continuing campaign against civil rights
being carried on in the state. 131
Violence against blacks was common and increased once the civil
rights issue was agitated.
blacks at this time.

Law enforcement had no meaning at all for

The victims of the violence were usually either

locked up or asked to leave town for their safety.

Even law officers

were the lawless ones when it involved blacks. 132
While whites were busy trying to supress black political.
awakening in the state, the Federal Government was at work assuring

131Jackson Advocate, April 10, 1948_.
132

•rhese are the recollections of blacks that the writer interviewed in Mississippi between Aprill, 1970 - November 20, 1970.
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blacks an even greater degree of security in pursuance of their
rights.

This was especially true in the case of the United States

Supreme Court.

On April 19, 1948, the Supreme Cour.t upheld the right

of blacks to participate in Democratic primaries.

After the Court

refused to hear an appeal from South Carolina, it stated:
No election machinery can be upheld if'its purpose or
effect is to deny the Negro, on account of his race
or color, an effective voice in the government of his
country or the state or community wherein he lives.133
With this decision the.white primary as a barrier to voting was
completely dead,

Becoming more liberal, the court's decision·over

the last five to eight years were on the side of the black man's
legal equality,

In effect, these decisions, Truman's pronouncements

and the States-Rights Movement had significant effects on the black
community and for the first time since Radical Reconstruction, blacks
renewed their inter.est in politics.

Although Wright had engaged in

bizarre schemes during the early days of the state-rights movement
in the state, his performances in May surpassed all previous actions,
On May 9th in a state-wide radio address to black citizens, the
Governor delivered an unprecedented message,

He called upon black

citizens to place trust in their white friends of the state,

Wright

delivered this address in.response to the charge that the statesrights movement was a hostile movement against" blacks,.

He claimed that:

the program, which will be developed at a Monday meeting
here (Jackson) of Southern white leaders is guided by conscientious citizens who oppose and will fight any effort
from the outside to force their thoughts and laws upon us
as proposed in Presidtent Truman's civil rights proposals. 134

133Jackson Advocate, April 24, 1948.
l34Memphis Connnercial Appeal, May 9, 1948,
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The governor charged that he saw hann and disaster to the
Southern way of life if the Truman proposals became law.

He urged

blacks to turn a deaf ear to radicals who advocated so-called civil
rights, whether they were white or black.
that the decision was theirs.

Wright reminded blacks

If they cast their. lot with those who

were their friends, with the wise and prudent members of their race·,
and with the white southern people who had black interest at heart,
they would reap the benefits.

However, he warned that if blacks

preferred to follow the leadership of the other element, they would
be much happier in some state other than Mississippi. 135

In other

words the governor was suggesting that the source of Mississippi's
problem was not internal but external.
Near the end of the address Wright became more emphatic,
He added:
With all frankness, as. Governor of your state, I must
tell you that regardless of any reconnnendation of President Truman, despite any law passed by Congress, and
no matter what is said to you by the many ass~ iations
segregation between the races in Mississippi. 3
The Governor probably alanned many blacks when he said:
If any of you have become so deluded as_to want to enter
-our white schools, patronize our hotels and cafes, enjoy
social equality with the whites, then true lcil).dness and
true sympathy require me to advise you t~ make your home
in some state other than· in Mississippi. 37

135Memphis Commercial Appeal, May 9, 1946.
136Ibid.
137Ibid.
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Governor Wright was obviously demanding that blacks stay in
"their place".

If they choose any other course, they would disrupt

the peaceful progress being made in the state between the races •.
If the white community of the state was disturbed because of
the Governor's address, they remained silent.

Even Hedding Carter II,

editor of the Greenville Delta Democrat Times, who said a year earlier,
"that the world was skeptical of a democracy that denied Negroes the
right to vote", was silent on the Governor's address. 138

The state's

white press either openly supported the Governor or did not bother to
comment on his address. 139
On.the following day, May 10, 1948, the Wright Democrats met
in Jackson.

Delegates from the eleven states of the old Confederacy

were in attendance.

The meeting stemmed largely from Southern

Democrats' disapproval of President Truman's civil rights proposals.
They unanimously voted to hold their own convention on July 1.7, if
the National Democratic Party in convention nominated President
Truman or failed to repudiate.his civil rights program. 140
Phillip E. Mullen, a Democrat from Oxford, Mississippi and a
member of the district Executive Committee, opposed the bolt idea in
the state's Democratic Party. ·However, he received no support in his
plea for moderation. 141

Instead a call was issued for a meeting in

138Jackson Advocate, October 4, 1947

l~9This writer made an exhaustive search of the state's major
newspapers but was unable to find one single paper that dared differ
from the Governor's stand.
140

.
New York Times,
May 1 1, 1 948 •

141J~ckson Clarion Ledger, May 12, 1948.

July to b,e held in Binningharn, Alabama..

Although the resolution

stated only that the purpose of the July Convention was to "take· all
necessary and appropriate actions," its sponsors strongly indicated
that they were aiming at the selection of a Presidential candidate
acceptable to the South, unless the National Party ditched Truman and
the civil rights issue.

Then, too, the National Democratic Con-

vention would convene in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania on July 12.

The

July 17 convention would be near enough, as far as dates were concerned,
to allow disgruntled Southern Democrats to assemble while feelings
were at fever pitch.

142

In addition to·the various resolutions drawn up at the May 10
convention, Governors Wright and Thurmond who had joined forces at
the March 13 meeting in Washington, D.
proceedings.

c.

played active roles in the

Governor Wright gave the principal address and served

as temporary Chairman.

Governor J. Strem Thurmond of South Carolina

served as the permanent .Chairman.

Governor Ben Laney of Arkansas was

I

the other governor in attendance.

The states of Mississippi and South

Carolina had the largest delegations present •
. After the May 10 convention in Jackson it was clear that civil
rights wo~ld be a major issue at the National Democratic Convention.
To hold the South in the party, President Truman and his civil rights
program would have to be removed as issues.

However, the chances of

Mississippi Democrats either preventing Truman from becoming the
party's nominee or blocking civil rights· as·an issue were slim at best.

1 42 New York Times, May 11, 1948.
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Therefore, during June, Mississippi 1 s white Democrats went about

their third party activities with added zest.
The long awaited State Democratic Convention convened in a
one day affair on June 22 in Jackson and elected thirty National Convention delegates and nominated Presidential electors. 14 3

T. B. TUbb,

Chairman of the Resolution's Committee, said that the delegates were
obligated to walk out of the National Convention if Truman was
nominated or if the civil rights program was not repudiated. 144
The delegates chosen represented the top echelon of the
Democratic Party in Mississippi.
in states politics.

Most of the people were prominent

The convention choose mostly professional state.

politicians and businessmen as delegates to the National. Convention.
A majority of them were wealthy people in the state and they were
philosophically conservative. 145
After completing all business, the convention declared itself
in recess until August 3.

This action made it impossible for loyal

Truman Democrats to hold a rump convention since the official convention was legally still in session. 146

143 T11e State Democratic Convention is the state delegate·convention held in Presidential years.
144Jackson Daily News, June 22, 1948.
145some of them were: Governor Fielding L. Wright, Chairman,
Walter Sillers of Rosedale, Vice Chairman (Sillers was Speaker of the
House of Representatives and a Delta Planter), Mrs. Mary L. Kendall of
Natchez National Committeewoman, and other members included former
Governor Hugh White, and Wally w. Wright of Jackson, Chairman, Stat·e
Executive Democratic Committee, George Godwin, Oliver Emmerich, Ed.
Lewis, and Dick Quinn. Jackson Daily News, June 22, 1948.
146Ibid.

Later in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, site of the 1948 Democratic National Convention, a pre-convention caucus of Mississippi's

delegation and other states' righters picked Governor Ben Laney of
Arkansas as their nominee for president.

In addition, at the same

caucus Mississippi House Speaker Walter Sillers received unanimous
support for his resolution demanding a strong states' rights plank
.
. · 1 rig
. h ts measures. 147
and con d emning
support o f civi

Mississippi's delegation headed by Governor Wright was seated
at the convention after a fight.

A minority in the Credentials Com-

mittee had raised a challenge to the delegation.

George Vaughn, a

black member of the Credentials Committee, led the fight.

However,

the challenge was beaten down in a bitter uproar on the convention
floor. 148
The expected Mississippi bolt came on the third day (July 14,
1948) of the convention with the defeat of the South's minority reports.
Southern delegates did not directly attack the civil rights section of
the party's platform; instead three amendments were introduced as supplements to the platform.

Though differing in wording, all three

promoted a strong states' rights interpretation of the constitution. 149
The chorus of boos that greated Speaker Walter Sillers as he
read the South's minority report was the last straw for the state's

147Jackson Daily News, June 22, 1948.
148

rbid., July 12, 1948.

149
Jackson Clarion Ledger, July 15, 1948.
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delegation,

After Governor Ben Laney of Arkansas announced that he

could not consider acceptance of the Democratic Presidential nomination with the civil rights plank in the platform, the Mississippi
and part of the Alabama delegation walked out.
delegations

stayed in the session.

The remaining Southern

After the walkout, the strong

civil rights plank was inserted into the platform by 651 1/2 votes to
582 1/2.

When the Presidential roll call of delegations came July 14,

- 150
Mississippi's delegation had gone home.
Several days after the bolt Governor Wright called a meeting
of Southern Democrats in Birmingham for Saturday, July 17, to select
a Democratic candidate for President who supported states' rights.
The governor claimed that "a good many states" other than Mississippi
and Alabama would be represented. 151
The "Rump Convention" met as planned in Birmingham.

Governor

J. Strom Thurmond of South Carolina was unanimously chosen by_the group
of disgruntled Southern Democrats as the
lead them in a fight
election.

to defeat

Presidential candidate to

President Truman in the November

The convention also named Governor Wright.as his vice .

.
152
presidential running mate on the States' Rights Democratic ticket.
More than 6,000 followers of states rights attended the convention.

The convention also announced a grand strategy designed to

150Democratic National Convention, Newsweek, 32 (July 26, 1948),
17-24.
151 New York Times, July. 15, 1948.
1 52New York Times, July 18, 1948.
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establish the group as the "true minority party in Congress".

Im-

mediately after naming candidates, the convention agreed to re-assemble in Birmingham on October 1 to make further plans with reference
to the electoral votes in the various southern states.

153

Leaders of the convention hoped to insure the defeat of Truman
in November and then gain enough support for their ticket in every
state to make the States-Rights Democrats the actual Democratic Party
minority in Congress under a Republican Administration.
Righters were expecting a Truman defeat.

The States-

In addition to that, they

anticipated a Republican controlled Congress.
However, the states righters had little appeal outside the deep
{s";,uth.
'.._.,
nature.

The principles for which they stood were more regional in
Persons outside the South simply saw the race problem as a

Southern problem.
The strategy of the states righters was to persuade the states
to reconvene their state conventions, a move designed to free electors
pledged to Truman and have them pledge support to the state's rights
ticket.

The move to free the electors was regarded as an attempt to

defeat Truman in the Electoral ~allege and give the states rights
party the dominant party position. 154
In addition to the various strategies adopted, the convention
drew up a platform.

Basically, the platform stated the principl~b of

states rights; protested Federal intervention; urged a government of

153 N~w York Times, July 18, 1948.
154 Ibid.

j
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the people; and endorsed segregation of races. 155

The press quickley

labeled the States' Rights Democrats, "Dixiecrats", because of their
wild Confederate flag waving, rebel yelling, and complaining about
the North; 156
The Southern bolt and the activities that took place in
Birmingham presented Truman with serious problems for his re-election.
His problems were compounded by·;the Third Party candicacy of Henry A.
Wallace.

Thus, it became necessary for the President to gain as many

urban votes as possible, especially the pivotal black votes.
fore, on July 26, he acted.
Executive Orders.

There-

The President did so by issuing two

The first, Executive Order 9880, called for ending

discrimination in governmental hiring practices; the second, Executive
Order 9981, prepared the way for eventual desegregation of the Armed
Services.

157

President Truman's actions created ~eated outbursts among

whites in the state.
The reaction of the Mississippi white community was one of bitterness toward the President.

Governor 11right characterized the

President's Executive Orders "as being harmful and destructive" and
called.the President's actions "political expediency." 158

155oanald B. Johnson and Kirk H. Porter, National Party Platforms 1840-1964, 3rd edition (Urbana: University of Illinois Press,
1966), 435.
156 Howard P. Nash, Jr. Third Parties in American Politics
(Washington, D. C.: rublic Affairs Press, 1948), 307.
157 Berman, "The Politics of Civil Rights", 192.
15811emphis Commercial Appeal, July 28, 1948.
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In mid-summer, it had become clear that civil rights was a major
campaign issue in the 1948 Presidential election.

The lines had been

sharply dravm in the state by states' righters on the one hand and
blacks on the other.

A majority within the white community had lined

up behind an anti-Truman, anti-civil rights drive which in turn was a
challenge to the equality the blacks were.seeking.

More importantly,

these white forces were being led by strong conservative politicians·
and the business community.

These conservatives were protecting their

business interests but at the same time they were playing on the fears
and prejudices of the poor whites for selfish reasons.

Some of these

people were prepared to use any and all extremes to preserve the
status-quo.
Additionally, Governor Wright continued .to receive strong and
determined backing from these state's Congressional delegation in
Washington.

During the first four days of August, Representatives

Arthur Winstead, John E. Rankin, and John B. Williams, each attacked
civil rights on the floor of the United States House of Representa•tives.159

Rankin, a rabid race baiter, charged that the civil rights

bill was primarily designed to stir up trouble for white people in the
South. 16 0

Williams castigated the Democratic Party in· a similar way.

He accused the party of turning its back on t~e white people of the
South while courting the votes of minorities.

He concluded with the

159
u. s. Congressional Record, 80th Congress, 2d Session (1948),
XCIV, No. 8, 9635-9636.
160 rbid., 9639.
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following fiery words:
The South will vote Democratic. She will vote for the
only Democratic ticket offered which has endorsed and
advocated the principles of the Democratic Party.
Thurmond and Wright are real Democrats who recognize the
constitutional rights· of local loyal self-government free
from bureaucratic interference.161
With this type of political support Wright had received from
the state's Congressional delegation, dissent within the white community probably mattered little to him.

It was obvious that the vast

majority of the white community supported the States' Rights Movement
either actively or passively.

With their governor providing leader-

ship the white community must have had few misgivings about the
dissenters.
On

the eve of the State Democratic Convention the Governor

managed to keep the fires of discord alive in Mississippi by ,stating
that Democrats of the state would throw their official l>acking behind
the Thurmond-Wright ticket at.their August 3rd meeting. 162 .His confidence was not unwarranteda
In a reconvened state convention, Mississippi Democrats voted

to support nominees of the States' Rights Party.

Without a dissenting

vote the Convention adopted a series of reieoluti'ons which gave ful 1
support to the Thurmond-Wright ticket. 163
Despite the appearance of unanimity in the state behind Governor
Wright's position, not all white citizens supported the Governor and

161u. s. Congressional Record, 80th Congress, 2d Session (1948),
XCIV, No. 8, 9635-9636.
l62Jackson Daily News, August 2, 1948.
l63Jackson Clarion Ledger, August 4; 1948.
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the Dixiecrats.

Approximately twenty-five students from Millsaps

College (a Methodist College) in Jackson, Mississippi and Vanderbilt
University in Nashville, Tennessee formed the opposition at the convention.

They seated themselves in a space reserved for "opponents

of States-Rights". 164

Geroge Maddox of McComb, a Millsaps College

student and the group's spokesman was booed near the end of his prepared statement.

Governor Wright asked his adherents to hear the

opposition out quietly even though they totally disagreed with Maddox.
In his speech, Maddox said that the criticisms given Truman's civil
rights recommendations in the South was the selection of one issue to
claim violation of states rights.

He added:

But you have never objected to flood control programs,
subsidies for farmers and education, and TVA or any of
the other things the government had brought in to your
profit. 165
Maddox further charged that states righters were attempting to
repudiate the trend of the times by fighting the civil rights· program.
He said that Mississippi had a_population that was one-half black and
that blacks were being discriminated against.

Following those remarks,

the crowd roundly booed Maddox, with special emphasis corning from large
groups of students from the University of Mississippi, Mississippi
State, Mississippi Southern, Hinds Junior College and Millsaps
College. 166
Hardy Clark, a Vanderbilt student, served as the other opposition spokesman.

Clark suggestea. that segregation rules be broken down.

164Ja'ckson Clarion Ledger, August 4, 1948.
165Jackson Daily News, August 4, 1948.
166 Jackson Clarion Ledger, August 4, 1948,
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He felt that a middle ground in racial matters could be found.

Clark

told the · states righters that they could not force the National Democratic Party to go backward.

Dixiecrats could not blaclanail the party.

He reminded them that the trend was toward civil rights; and they
were only setting the South back by attempting to stop anti-segrega-.
tion laws.

Hardy added :

I am a native Mississippian, having been born at Natchez,
but I cannot support this states right movement. 167
Clark further warned the Wright forces that they would only
throw the election into the hands of the Republicans.

He reminded

them that Governor Dewey had been the first man to activate the Fair
Employment Practices Commission in New York and Clark felt he would
do no less for the south. 168
Although the Wright forces prevailed and the pleas of these
students fell on deaf ears, it was significant that the::,, boldly spoke
out in favor of civil rights for blacks in an hostile environment.
Even though they comprised a small minority in the convention, their
mere presence indicated that in Mississippi a small group of-white
liberals was emerging in the academic community.

Despite the fact

that they were voices "crying in the wilderness"·, they probably gave
some of the delegates a mental shock and perhaps made some slight
impression on them.

The important fact is that these students dared

to challenge the status quo in Mississippi.

167 Jackson Clarion Ledger, August 4, 1948.
168 rbid. The Fair Employment Practices Commission· would have
wrecked the-Southern economic system. Whites would have' been forced
gradually to p~·ovide equal employment for blacks, which they resented.
FEPC would have put blacks on a better competetive basis economically
with whites.

Despite the pleas for civil rights for blacks, the Wright
forces steam-rolled resolutions through in support of states rights.
Following the speeches of Clark and Maddox, student d.elegates in
favor of states rights spoke.

These student delegates represented

the three major state universities, one junior college, and one
Methodist College.

Each delegation claimed that they represented

States Rights Clubs, with a minimum membership of one-hundred at
Millsaps to a maximum of four hundred at the University of Mississippi.
When all of the speech making was over, the Wright forces had carried
the day at the convention.

Moreover, the convention voted to support

the Thurmond-Wright ticket in November. 169
had their way.

The Mississippi Democrats

It was Thurmond and Wright for them.

Nevertheless,

the wall of support which seemed so solid in earlier days of the
campaign was beginning to shake under the forces of change.

The

actions of the Dixiecrats were desperate and they showed signs. of
frustration about the change they foresaw.

Although they knew their

chances of wining the Presidency in 1948 were non-existant, they
hoped to pull away enough votes from Truman for Dewey to win.

this

in effect, according to Dixiecrats• logic, would be a defeat for
civil rights.
Despite the intensity of the States Ri_ghts Movement of whites
and the pro-Truman'" sentiments of blacks, not all of the state's
citizens, black or white participated in these movements.

Lesser

political groups were active in the state, principally the Republicans
and the Wallace Progressives.

169Jackson Clarion-Ledger, August 4, 1948.
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There were two factions of the Republican Party in Mississippi:
The Howard.Republicans, a black and tan group, and the Sheldon Republicans, a lily white group.

Perry Howard headed the black and tan Re-

publicans in the State; this was an intergrated group.

On the other

hand, the Sheldon Republicans were an all-white group that rivaled
the black and tan Republicans.
Perry Howard's Party had been challenged over the years by
a lily-white group led by former Republican Governor L. Sheldon of
Nebraska,

Sheldon moved to Mississippi in 1909 and sought to join

the Republican Party but was told that the party was. mostly black and
that he should join the White Democratic Party.

As a life-long

Republican he refused,to join the Democratic Party.

In 1928, they

placed a slate of independent electors on the ballot in the state and
as a result of the anti-Smith sentiment in Mississippi and the small
percentage of blacks permitted to vote, the Sheldon Republicans polled
26,202 votes while the Howard Republicans polled only 524 votes, 170
Sheldon I s group contended that the Republicans of Mississippi had
spoken and they were the legal Republican Party in .the state, ·Thus,
they set. out to gain recognition as the legitimate Republican Party
from Mississippi in 1932 at the National Party Convention; nevertheless,
the Howard Republicans were seated,

The process of seating the Howard

group continued despite Sheldon's claims through 1948.

171

7he Howard Republicans had held their state convention April 20
in Jackson.

Howard, a black man, was reelected National Committeeman

170Key, Southern Politics, 287.
171 Ibid.

78
and Mrs. Mary Booze, re-elected National Committeewomen.

Ten de-

legates were chosen to attend the National Convention in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania and nine Presidential electors were also selected at the
convention. 172
The predominantly black convention delegates chose a white man
as Chairman of the state committee.
rule for voting.

rhe convention adopted the unit

In uriit voting, the concept of majority will prevail.

In addition to that, the convention did not endorse a candidate nor
instruct the delegates. 173
Another group, the Sheldon Republicans or the Independent
Republican Party held its convention May 15.

In the convention re-

solution one section stated that delegation to the National Convention
"shall be all white".

Following basically the same procedure as had

the Howard Republican, the Independents elected delegates to the
National Convention and elected presidential electors. 174
The group also endors-ed the states rights stand of Governor
• ht . 175
Wrig

Both Republican Parties had now held their state convention

and it was on to Philadelphia for their regular four year confrontation.
The National Republican Party Convention was
delphia, June 21-25.

held in Phila-

Again the Howard Republicans were seated by a

unanimous vote of the Republican's National Comrnittee. 176

172Jackson Advocate, May 8, 1948.
173 rbid.
174Jackson Clarion-Ledger, May 15, 1948.
175Jackson Advocate, June 5, 1948.
176~ . , June 26, 1948.
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V. o. Key felt that there were definite reasons why the
Howard Republicans were always seated rather than the other group of
.
177
s h e la on Repu bl icans.
The Republican Party chose Governors Thomas E. Dewey of New
York and Earl Warren of California as their presidential and vice
presidential nominees, and the party adopted a respectable civil
rights plank. 178

While the Republicans politics had no strong in-

fluence on States Rights or pro-Truman politics in the state, these
Republican groups were political entities that were relevant to an
overview of political activity in the state.
Another political group that was founded in Mississippi, was
the Wallace Progressive Party.

This party was organized in the late

spring by followers of·Henry A. Wallace, the Presidential candidate
of the third party, Lewis Henderson, a white Bay Saint Louis, Mississippi newspaper publisher and a small group of whites. organized the
Progressive Party of Mississippi.

This group chose delegates to the

National Progressive Party Convention held in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, July, 1948.

The delegates and alternates were merely

selected and not elected in a convention. 179

177Keyexplained the reasoning behind seating the Howard Republicans in the following manner:

11

to seat a Mississippi Republican dele-

gation committed to Negro disfranchisement and to white supremacy
would damage the Republican cause in the Northern States. For two
decades the Republican Party operated on the theory that all it had to
do to retain Negro support in the North was to give a few seats in the
National Convention to Southern Negroes." Key, Southern Politics, 288.
178 J~ckson Advocate, June 26, 1948.
l79Earl B. Brown, personal interview, April 1, 1970.
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The Progressive Party delegation from Mississippi attended
the National Convention in Philadelphia.

The convention reaffirmed

the candicacies of Henry A. Wallace, a well known New Dealer for
President and Senator Glen H. Taylor of Idaho for Vice President.

The

Convention declared itself in favor of "full-equality for Negroes,
Jewish people and all minority Americans".

The convention further labeled

their party as the party of the "common man". 180
The Progressive party in the state, like the Republican Party
with its two branches did not capture much political attention, but they
were important.

A discussion of these lesser political groups gives

one an understanding of the fragmented political situation in the
state.~~

Despite the various political groups in the state it was

the

Dixiecrats that presented the most serious threat to the black community.

Blacks knew that the Dixiecrats wanted to preserve

the

status-quo; to them the future of black Mississippi was being challenged.

Therefore, blacks were becoming increasingly aware of the

need for political consciousness and unity during this election year,
They had had an opportunity to observe white Mississippians involved
in the Dixiecrat ldovement and they knew that this Movement was basically
designed to work against their interest.

The May 10 meeting in

Jack-

son, subsequent meetings and the J;tump Convention made them realize that
positive political action of some kind was needed, and it was needed
soon.

180

Jackson Advocate, July 31, 1948.

CHAPTER 5

THE NOOD AND LEADERS

OF

THE BLACK CO.\\!,IUNITY

Increased political awareness characterized the new mood within
the black community after the national political party conventions of
1948 were held.

The months from July to the early days of November

were unforgettable in the history of black Nississippians.

A signi-

ficant increase in political oriented activities within the black community began in September.

This increased political ·awareness brought

forth additional leaders who aided the cause of black political participation in Nississippi.
Contrary to the general silence from blacks earlier in the
year on civil rights issues, blacks became more vocal.

They spoke out

about their civil rights and some black organizations carried on concerted efforts to rid the masses of alleged apathy.

Black leaders and

the black masses were almost one hundred percent opposed to the Dixiecrat Novement.

They felt that the movement was designed only to keep

black people down.

One interviewee called the Dixiecrats, "Ku Klux

Klansmen in Tuxedos marching under the banner of responsibility". l81
In general, those blacks interviewed by the writer expressed contempt
for the Dixiecr.ats. 182

181Robert L. T. Smith, personal interview, April 4, 1970.
182

.
Black leader, perso~al interview, April 1, 1970 - November

20, 1970.
81

82
The goals of the black community were equal protection and
equality under the law, not social equality as the Dixiecrats claimed.
Most persons interviewed said that social intermingling was not their
goal,

As a.matter of fact they were not even interested in socializa-

tion with whites.

Generally, blacks felt that equality could come

within a separate but equal context or at least this was what they
said.

Moreover, black people felt that segregation should be the

concern of the nation itself in the struggle between Communism and
Democracy in an attempt to gain allies in the neutral nations of the
world .183
Earlier in the year the activities of the Dixiecrats and the
agitation over the civil rights issue had set off wide-spread apprehension among blacks in the state.

At one point following the

Governor's May 9 speech to blacks which cautioned them to stay in
their place, there was evidence of an increased exodus of blacks from
the state • 184

Many b lack.s, fearful and bewildered, left because they

feared the trouble that they felt was coming.

The exodus consisted

principally of the young and the laboring classes, groups whose
attachment to the state were less binding.185

183Black leaders,· personal interview, April 1, 1970 - November
20, 1970.
184
The 1940 census showed a black population of 1,074,578. However, the 1950 figures indicated a decline of nearly one hundred thousand
blacks. The black population in 1950 was 986,484. This was almost a ten
percent decline over a. ten year period. While the writer does not suggest
that the Governor was solely responsible for the exodus, much of it came
after·the Dixiecrat Movement began. Florence Murray, ed., Negro·Handbook
(New York: Reference Publishers, 1950), 5.
185Jackson Advocate·, May 15, 1948.
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The National Democratic Party Convention lifted the hopes of
the black commm1ity.
Party Convention.

Black respect for Truman grew after the National

The nomination of the Truman-Barkley ticket and

their party's strong stand on· civil rights was seen as a way of returning the black vote to the Democratic Party.

As a result of the Demo-

crats' strong civil rights plank, the Wallace Movement had been weakened.186

Although black people in Mississippi greatly admired and

respected Wallace, they were not willing to line up behind a third
party candidate in large numbers·.

Voting for Wallace would have been

an exercise in futility and frustration.

187

Moreover, blacks probably

felt that the Wallace Movement, like the Dixiecrats, could not succeed.
Then too, it was doubtful that large numbers of black voters ,-,ould
return to the Republican Party.
·very often in 1948 heightened political activity from blacks
drew varied reactions from the white community.

The most common

reaction from whites was violence directed at blacks.

The violence

·
188
was designed to curtail the new political activism of black people.
Despite the discouraging conditions blacks faced in Mississippi, President Truman did provide them with a ray of hope a)'ld a reason to be
joyous in July.

On July 26 the President issued two .Executive Orders,

the first, Executive Order 9880 cailed for the end of discrimination
in governmental hiring practices; the second, Executive Order 9981

186 Jackson Advocate, July 24, 1948.
187 Jacob L. Reddix, personal interview, April 20, 1970.
188 Jackson Advocate, July 24, 1948;
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prepared the way for eventual desegration of the Armed Services. 189
President Truman's actions were welcomed in Mississippi's black community.

In general, blacks hailed his Executive Orders.

said of Truman, "LQrd, this is the man for us" • 190

One man

That expression

basically summed up the feelings of blacks in the state toward the
President.
The President's actions and the civil rights stand of the
National Democratic Party helped to bring unity to the black community.
In addition to the actions of Truman and the Democratic Party, violence
directed-toward blacks and the activities of Dixiecrats helped to
produce a more unified black community.
leaders assumed leadership roles.

As a result, other black

Prior to the increased pressure and

violence from white Mississippians, Percy Greene and T. B. Wilson were
the two most vocal leaders.

However, Greene and Wilson were joined in

the civil rights movement in July of 1948 by other black leaders
because they realized that the welfare of black citizens was being
threatened.

These new black leaders became more outspoken on the need

for justice and political equality.

Some of them joined Greene while

others acted independently or through new organizations.
Of all black leaders, Percy Greene's influence and prest_ige
,m1ong blacks was higher than that of any black person.

He continued

to issue pleas for blacks in Mississippi to register and vote.
Through his organization, the l~ississippi Negro Democratic Association,

189,

Berman, "The Politics of Civil Rights", 192.

I 9 oRic
' h ard W. Jones, persona1 interview,
.
.
June 11 , 1 9 7 O.

and his newspaper, he continued to urge blacks to become politically
involved.

Percy Greene was the most outspoken of all black leaders.

Greene was the only black leader who dared speak out against Governor
Wright's May 9 speech to black citizens, which had angered the black
community.

Percy Greene claimed that the Governor's address had set

off wide spread apprehension among Mississippi's blacks.
that

an

He charged

increased exodus of black citizens from the state was due to

Wright's activ:i.ties. 191
Along with Greene's other political activities, on September
18 he organized the Mississippi Division of the National Citizens
1

Committee for the Re-election of President Truman.

It was obvious in

September that Greene was quite impressed with Truman !s civil rights
preformances and he was willing to go all the way with him.

The

black masses, too, were pleased with Truman and some of them were
·ready to follow Greene's lead in supporting the President.
Greene announced that the Mississippi Division accepted as its
quota a minimum of $10,000 of the one million dollars which the National
Committee was seeking to raise for the Truman campaign fund,
deadline for the money was

October 1, 1948.

The

192

The Mississippi Division of the National Committee for the
Re-election of Pres.ident Truman announced that Sunday, September 26,
had been designated for the state observance of Truman Civil Rights
Day in the State.

In every hamlet, village, town, and·city in the

state, preachers of every denomination was called upon to deliver a

191 Jackson Advocate, May 15, 1948.
192 Ibid., September 18, 1948.

special civil rights senuon and take up a collection to help obtain
the minimum goal of $10,000 for the state.

The National Committee

was a nonpartisan citizens group in every state and principal city in

the nation, under the leadership of Congressman William L. Dawson
of Chicago, black member of the United States House of Representatives
from the state of Illinois.

After being named Chairman, Congressman.

Dawson said:

the rights of full citizenship are within our grasp;
the battle is on; President Truman leads the fight.
He has lost supporters and money because he dared
take a stand for full first class citizenship and
equal opportunity. We must take our stand by his
side and match deed for deed, dollar for dollar
and vote for vote. 1 93
In Mississippi, Percy Greene was named Chairman of the Mississippi Division of the National Committee for the Reelection of President Truman, and Arenia c. Mallory was named Co-Chairman. 194

When she

accepted the Co-Chainnanship, Arenia Mallory emphasized the fact that
she was not a Democrat, but that she was for President Truman -and
was doing everything her power to have blacks in Mississippi stand
out in the one million dollars campaign of the National C1tizens Committee for the reelection of Truman because she felt that just plain

193 Jackson Advocate, September 18, 1948194Arenia C. Mallory was born December 28, 1905 in Jacksonville,
Florida, the daughter of James and Mary (Brooks) Mallory. She received
her elementary and secondary education in the schools of Florida. She
attended the Wipple Academy of Music, 1918-1922. Later, she received
the B. s., degree from the University of Illinois.
Arenia Mallory married A. c. Clemmons, June 4, 1927, and they
were the parents of one daughter, Andrea Mazy. In 1927, Arenia became
president of Saints JUnior College, Lexington, Mississippi.
Among the many honors she received, the most notable was an
award she received in 1948. Arenia Mallory was named as one of the
twelve most outstanding womc,n by the National Council of Negro Women.
Who's Who in the South and Southwest (Chicago: The A. N. Marquis Co.,
1966) , 585.
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gratitude demanded that every black should support Truman with
prayers, votes, and money for the stand he ·had taken for black equality under the law, the constitution and ·the ideals of a truly great
democracy.195
Committee headquarters were set up at 119\ North Farish
Street in Jackson.

After setting up the headquarters, Chairman Greene

said:
I can think of nothing else that would mean so much to
the political hope and inspirations of the Mississippi
Negro as having the news go out to the nation that
Mississippi Negroes had contributed $10,000 and more t·o
the Committee, •• The Mississippi Negro for obvious
reasons, and for more than perhaps any others, should
show his gratitude for the stand President Truman has
taken.196
In an editorial Greene stressed the opinion that the price of
liberty was beyond estimate.
paid for in cash money_.

Liberty was not given freely but must be

He said the $10,000 Committee drive was a

challenge to every black leader and to every black person in tl1e state.
According to Greene, President Truman had stood forth to "proclaim
liberty throughout all the land unto all inhabitants thereof".
face of such a proclaimation, Greene added:

In

"the black man should

not fail in the $10,000 campaign. 11 197
It was ·significant that black Truman supporters were boldly

seeking aid for him.

For the first time in the twentieth:·century,

195Jackson Advocate, September 18, 1948.
196rbid.
197Ibid.
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blacks in.the state were openly campaigning and supporting a presidential candidate. 198

This open declaration of support for the Presi-

dent also helped to focus more attention on the black community.

In

addition to that, it was evident that blacks were more concerned about
their civil rights as a result of the Dixiecrat threat.
Although the black Truman supporters fell short of their
$10,000 goal, it was courageous of them to make the financial effort
in tw: midst of overwhelming odds.
by the deadline.199

The Truman supporters raised $432. 00

Although $432.00 on the surface appeared to have

been a small amount, the income of blacks was low and many of them lived
on either subsistance wages or lower.

Therefore, when some black

people gave a dollar or more it was a sacrifice.

Then too, many blacks

were ·afraid while others were just not motivated to contribute financially to a cause where they were unable to see immediate results.

200

Despite the problems of apathy and fear Greene encountered,
he continued to press the drive for campaign funds for Truman, black
political equality and a Truman victory in the state, with emphasis in
the black community. 201

usually, whatever political preference he

expressed, blacks would live up behind his choice.

In 1948, Greene

could have undoubtedly been considered the black Moses leading his
people out of bondage.

198 Jackson Advocate, September 18, 1948.
199Percy G~eene, personal interview, June 13, 1970.
200 Robert L. T. smith, personal interview, April 4, 1948.
201Thomas Armstrong, personal interview, April 17, 1970 . .
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hs the presidential campaign moved into full swing, more

black leaders moved into the forefront of politics.

Beginning with

Henry A. Wallace's visit to the state in September and lasting until
election day,

olack political activity continued at an accelerated

pace.
The Wallace Progressive_ Party held its state convention in
Edwards, Mississippi, September 4, 1948.

Although the Progressive Party

was not a major force in the state, two black leaders were outstanding

participants in the Wallace Movement.

These men were Thomas A.

Armstrong and Earl B. Brown.
Armstrong felt that blacks joined the Wallace Movement for
several general reasons.

However, he listed two specific reasons why

he was attracted to the Wallace for President Movement.

First, Henry

Wallace had served as Franklin D. Roosevelt's Vice President and
strong

l\nn-

tended to indentify Wallace with the New Deal policies of the

deceased President.
Wallace's

Secondly, Armstrong was quite familiar with

pronouncements on civil rights.

It was Armstrong's belief

that Wallace's statements on civil rights were widely known to blacks
in the state.

Although Wallace's actions in the area of civil rights

were nev~r commensurate with his statements, blacks still greatly
. - 202
admired him for what he said about equality.
Armstrong and Brown were indeed important to the black community in 1948.

Thomas A. Armstrong, son of Isom and Cornelius Arm-

strong, was born March 16, 1905 in Yazoo county, a rural area in

202

Thomas Armstrong, personal interview, April 17, 1970.
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Mississippi.
income.

His family were tenant farmers who lived on a limited

In spite of this, he was able to attend the

public schools

in Yazoo County and to complete a h~gh school education.

As a young

man, Armstrong disliked being a second class citizen and was determined to change these conditions when he got an opportunity.
In addition to his ,education and family life, Armstrong
served in the Ninety-Second Division of the United States Army during
World war II.
1943.

He received a medical discharge from the Army, June 25,

After returning home from the Army, Armstrong disliked the

economic exploitation and the unfair treatment received.

It was at

that point he became convinced that he had to do something to help
improve conditions for blacks.
Armstrong felt that the best place to st,,rt was in politics.
He heard of t-.he Henrv Wall~ce movement in 19-48 and ioined ii-. because
he felt it would aive him a chance to assist in tryina to imorove the
conditions of blacks in the state.

Armstrong was familiar with Wallace's

pronouncements on civil rights and was convinced that Wallace would
help crea~e a better future for blacks in the South.

Through this

movement Armstrong hoped to help blacks become registered voters and
have a securer economic life.

With the potential for leadership and a

determination to help; Thomas Armstrong was well on his way to leadership in the black connnunity of Mississippi.

His training and experiences

lifted him above the status of a_n ordinary man. 203
Earl B. Broom, a young man, twenty-five years old, and a
college student also accepted the leadership challenge in 1948.

As a

2 03 Thomas Armstrong, personal interview, April 18, 1970.
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iJ
matter of fact, he was the youngest black leader to come on the scene
in 1948.

Brown was born May 30, 1923, in Meridian, Mississippi, the

son of Melvin and Ophelia Brmm.

Brown's mother and maternal grand-

mother reared he and his brother.
As a youth, he lived a combined rural and urban life.
Even though his family was poor, they had basically a decent livelihood.
However, Brmm never forgot the manner in which black people were
treated in the state and this made a lasting impression on him.
Brown received his education through the 11th grade in the
public schools of Jackson.
Navy.

He left Lanier High School and joined the

He received an honorable discharge on December 20, 1945, with

a good conduct medal and two battle stars.

After his tour of duty, he

enrolled in Jackson State College the second quarter of the 1946
school year.

It was there that he finished·the G. I. adult school.

Brown received a B.

s.

degree in Social Studies in 1950.204

Brown felt that it was important to get black people registered
to vote.

He felt that the major thing to do was to get a small number

of them interested in politics and the movement would catch on.
like Armstrong and Greene was a veteran of a World War.

Bro,m,

Their war

experiences probably had a significant effect on the way they thought
and reacted to second class citizenship upon th~ir return to this
country.

While.they were abroad they had enjoyed equality and were on
',

the same level with their white peers.

Thus, upon their return to the

states they were not content to be relegated to an inferior place in

204

Earl B. Brown, personal interview, April 1, 1970.
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society.

They were therefore willing to fight at home for equality just

as hard as they had fought in the wars abroad.

Their military experi-

ences were valuable assets, especially ii1 the area of leadership.

They

had been .trained to fight for justice and democracy for other peoples
of the world and they were willing to do no less in this country.
Brown felt that the best place to start the struggle for
justice and democracy and to advance the cause for equality for blacks
was in politics.
Movement.

That was his primary reason for joining the Wallace

Brown joined Armstrong in the Movement.

The four letter

word, v-o-T~E, to Brown was the most important word in the dictionary.205
Armstrong and Brown were academically trained beyond the
level of the average.black person in the state.
Greene had

These men, along with

served in the military, which gave them the type of experi-

ence needed for leadership.

~ach one of them saw a need for their help

and were willing to accept the challenge of leadership and had the
determination to improve the status of black citizens. They formed the
major core of; the black political leadership in the state.
In an address to some fifty delegates to the Progressive
Party Convention held at Southern Christian Institute, a private church
supported school in Edwards, Mississippi, Henry Wallace called for the
growth of human freedom.

206

Wallace criticized the state's treatment

of black citizens and spoke of the oppression in the state against blacks.
.
.
.
, h'
The unsegregated convention
was unprecedented in
tne
states
istory. 207

205
206
207

Earl B. Brown, personal interview, April 1, 1970.
Jackson Advocate, September 11, 1948.
Ibid.
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Lewis Henderson, a white Bay Saint Louis, Mississippi newspaper
- publisher was the state chainnan. 208

Earl B. BrOl'm was appointed state

secretary. 209
A list of black and white presidential electors were also
chosen at the convention.

Among them were three black men:

Armstrong, Earl B. Brovm and Robert Knox Wansley.

210

Thomas A.

This convention

projected Armstrong and Brown into leadership roles and they worked
hard during the months before the election within the black community
for the Wallace ticket.

They also sought to get more qualified blacks

to register by door to door convassing. 211
In addition to the Wallace Movement, Annstrong and Brown
helped to organize the American Veterans Committee in Jackson.

Along

with Armstrong and Brown, other World War II veterans joined the organization.

There were approximately fifty members in the American

Veterans Committee.

The purposes 9f the organization were .to help

returning veterans secure homes and jobs and to obtain an education.

208 This writer was unable to find the name of the newspaper

that Lewis Henderson published. A careful check of the state's newspapers revealed only that he was a newspaper publisher in Bay Saint
Louis, Mississippi. Jackson Daily News, August 16, 1948, September 2,
1948. The writer also checked the Mississippi Blue Book, which is a
book of vital data for the state. Neither Thomas Annstrong or Earl
Brown could recall the name of the paper Henderson published. The only
thing the writer is certain of is that he did publish a newspaper in
Bay Saint Louis, Mississippi. He is sure about Henderson's profession from newspaper accounts.
209
210

Jackson Advocate, September· 11, 1948.
Earl B. Brown, pe!C"sonal interview, April 1, 1970.

211 Earl B. Brown, letter to the writer, July 8, 1970.

The Organization was open to all veterans,_ regardless of race, but
its membership was black. 212

Moreover, these black veterans used

the organization for other purposes.

The members conducted voter

registration campaigns in the large towns of Mississippi.

Thomas

Armstrong reported that the American Veterans Committee was responsible
for registering nearly five-hundred black citizens to vote.

These

efforts were not extensive and consisted primarily of encouraging
black people who were safe from white economic retaliation, to
vote.213
Another veterans organization became involved politically
in 1948.

The Committee of One Hundred headed by J.E. Johnson, a

black instructor at Prentiss Institute, a private church supported
S:chool in Prentiss, Mississippi, aided the cause for equality.
of the organization were mostly World War II Veterans.

Members

Prior to 1948

the organization had served as more of a social club for black veterans.
The Committee of One Hunqred's purpose was extended in 1948 to include
registration of black people.

This committee met once a month and

explored the possibilities of getting as many blacks to register
as possible before election day. 214

According to Lucious s.

212 Thomas Armstrong, personal interview, April 17, 1970.
213 Jackson Advocate, February 14, 1948.
214

Ibid.

Alexander,

215

the Cammi ttee of the One. Hundred served as a training

center for blacks.

one of the major problems in 1948 was to convience

the black masses that politics was for them, too.

Therefore, this Com-

mittee basically attempted to implant the seeds of awareness about
politics into the minds of black citizens.

Before substantial black

political participation took place, black awareness had·to come first. 216
From the foregone information, one can readily see that it was
the veterans who formed the core of black political leadership in the
state in 1948.

Because of their war experiences and training they

were psychologically prepared and willing to assume_leadership roles
in the struggle for black equality in Mississippi.
In addition to the activities of black veterans, the State
Progressive Voters League became more active.

Within the black com-

munity, there was a new mood which was manifested by an increase in
voter registration and organizational activity.

215

Lucious s. Alexander was born April 28, 1899 in Summit (Pike
County), Mississippi, the son of Zeb and Lennie (Austin) Alexander.
Alexander was reared in a rural environment. He remembered his family
as being very religious and poor. However, he recalled having a very
happy childhood. Lucious attended the public schools of Pike County
and graduated from high school. He received a B •. s. aegree in Agricultural Education from Alcorn .A. and M. College in Lorman, Mississippi
and a Masters degree in Agricultural Engineering from the University
of Illinois. In addition to his education Alexander served in the Navy
during World War II, and received an honorable discharge, June 13, 1945.
Alexander's most outstanding contribution to the black community was in
education. He taught in the public schools for most of his adult life.
Additionally, he served as Executive Secretary of the Mississippi
Teachers Association ( a black teacher organization). He also served
as a Field Representative for the Committee of One Hundred, a black
veterans organization that became involved in politics in 1948. Lucious
Alexander performed some valuable services in the black community and
~as an outstanding citizen. Lucious s. Alexander, personal interview,
April 18, 1970.
216

rbid.
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During September two more chapters of the Mississippi State
Progressive Voters-League were organized.
by A.

The chapters were organized

w. Wells, a black Methodist minister of Jackson, who served as

state co-ordinator of the Voters League.

Wells reported the organi-

zation of a Chapter of thirty-one members in: Marks, Mississippi, with
the following officers; Percy Nelson, president; J.

w.

Flagg, vice.

president; Luella McComb, secretary; A.G. Reems, treasurer; ands.
Ward, chaplain. 217

w.

The second chapter was organized at Falcon, Missis-

sippi with the following Officers:

Aphilia Barnes, president; Emma

Petuson, vice president;Peachie Andrews, secretary; and Rachel
Robinnzene, treasurer. 218

With the chartering of these two chapters

of the Voters League, the voter registration drive moved to Northern
Mississippi.

There are no known records as to the effectiveness of the

.
.
.
.
.
. 219
Progressive
Voters League in
Nerth Mississippi.

In addition to major black organizations and persons already
mentioned, there were other organizations and leaders.

Although these

leaders did not make as many contributions to the black community as
the major leaders previously considered, they were important members
of their community.
Black women entered the struggle for political equality as
early as April, 1948.
issue.

They refused to remain silent on the Dixiecrat

During April Mrs. Ruby E. Stutts Lyells, president of the State

Federation of Colored Women, wrote an open letter to the white women

217 Jackson Advocate, September 4, 1948.
218 Ibid.
21 9 rbid., October 30, 1948.

for States Rights in Mississippi.

In the letter she urged the white

women of the state to 1·1ork for a better state for all.

Ruby Lyalls

praised the white women for their desire to participate in .politii;:s.
However, she was critical of them for wanting to prevent blacks from
participating in politics. 220
Black women had now spoken out about their•rights.

Unfortunate-

ly, the pace set in April by the State Federation of Colored Women did
not continue until election time.· However, at least at that one point
in the state's black history they had joined the Mississippi Negro
Democratic Association and the Progressive Voters League by calling
for fair play for blacks in the state.
The increased political activity within the black community also
included some black churches and black ministers.

Several-black ministers

significantly involved themselves in the civil rights movement.

Reverend

Robert L. T. Smith was one of the ministers who was outstanding in 1948
and later in his life he actively entered politics, making two unsuccess-,
.· o fh'is ac tivi
· · t ·ies. 221
ful runs f or Congress as a part

Generally, black

220Jackson Advocate, April 10, 1948.
221 Robert Smith was typical of the ministers who were politically
active in their communities in 1948. He was born December 19, 1902 in
Hinds County, Mississippi, the son of James and Theason Smith. Generally
his family life was a happy one. Smith was a great admirer of his grandfather ~ho told him of his many experiences as a slave. As a result,
Robert grew up with a great distrust of white people. The family had a
moderate income for a black family. They owned vast amounts of.land.
At an early age Robert was taught the vaiue ·of the ownership of land. He
attended the public schools in Hinds County and graduated from high school.
Smith entered college but never finished.
Robert Smith married the former Annie Louise Mason and they were
the parents of eleven children. He sought to instill the following values
in his children: "to be frank and honest in all their dealings; secondly,
they were taught to get all the education po~sible, learn.about everything.
Respect themselves and demand respect from everyone else. His occupations were: mailcarrier, businessman and minister. Robert L. T. Smith,
personal interview, April 4, 1970.

ministers and black churches were passive about politics.

For many

years black people almost overwhelmingly felt that religion and
politics should not mix.

In contrast to this attitude, Reverend A. L.

Rice, pastor of Mount Helm Baptist Church in Jackson and Reverend J. D.
Wheaton, pastor of Central Methodist Church also of Jackson, felt that
the minister and the church should be in the forefront of the struggle
for civil rights.

Reverend A. w. Wells, pastor of Pearl Street Methodist

Church in Jackson was also a very outspoken and active black man in the
civil liberties struggle.

He served as the state co-ordinator for the

Progressive Voters League in Mississippi, where he was successful in
organizing chapters of the league in many sections of the state.

222

Ministers as Reverends Rice, Wells, and Wheaton were indeed rare in
1948.

However, these men provided quality leadership for their congre-

gations and black people in general.

Notwithstanding difficulties,

other citizens within the black community also helped the cause for
black equality in the manner which was safest for them in the hostile
environment of the state.
According to Edwards. Bishop and Jacob L. Reddix, teachers
and other middle income blacks whose job security demanded political
inactivity were the greatest financial contributors in the civil rights

222 Robert L. T. Smith, personal interview, April 4, 1970.
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cause 223 Teachers would contribute anonymously.

Black professionals

preferred to aid the cause of civil rights without getting out in the
forefront or in trouble with the sensitive and suspicious white commum."t y. 224

It was only through black people's contributions that the

Greenes and Browns could carry on the fight for civil rights.
Black businesses also contributed to the civil rights cause
in 1948.

For example, Willard Johnson, owner of the llotty Cab Company

provided free transportation for persons involved·in voter registration.

223Edward s. Bishop was born December 11, 1907 in Starksville
(Oktibbeha County), Mississippi, the son of Thomas and Mollie Bishop.
He attended the public schools in Starksville and graduated from
Henderson High School.
Bishop was reared in a closely knit family with an urban background. He recalled that his family was very religious. The Bishops
were in the Upper Middle Class, economically.
Edwards. Bishop went on to receive a B. S. degree from Jackson
State College in Social Studies. In the community in 1948 he was serving
as a high school principal. As a principal he was quite influential in
molding opinions with the black community as an educator. His most outstanding service to the black community was in education. Bishop was
not politically active in 1948 but he was a registered voter. Edwards.
Bishop, personal interview, November 20, 1970.
The other educators, Jacob L. Reddix was another important leader
in 1948. Although he took no direct part in politics, he was an invaluable leader to the black community. He was president of Jackson State
College at the time and most of the political activity in the black community took place in Jackson. Even though he was prevented from getting
involved in politics by state laws, Reddix did nothing to stop students
who took active political roles in 1948.
Reddix received his grade school and high school education in
Mississippi and Alabama. He furthered his education at Lewis Institute
of the Institute of Technology, Chicago, Illinois, while doing his
graduate work at the University of Chicago.
Reddix was married and had one daughter. -He made monumental
contributions in leadership and service to civic, religious, and educational endeavors throughout the nation and abroad. Bishop and Reddix
were sumbolic of typical'middle,class black professionals in the state
who were under direct dictates from the white power structure. Jacob
L. Reddix, personal interview, April 20, 1970.
224Earl B. Brown, personal interview, April 1, 1970.
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drives or other civil rights activities, 225

OWners of funeral homes

made financial contrihutions to civil rights, the greatest contributions coming from Collins Frazier Funeral Home and
Association in Jackson.

226

the Peoples B~rial

Reverend M. C. Collins, owner of the Collins

Frazier Funeral Home, reportedly gave out of proportion to the average
black man who was in business and who could afford to do it.

Collins

was one of the founders.of the National Association.for the Advancement of Colored People's branch in Jackson.

His widow, Mrs. M. c.

Collins and their daughter continued in the tradition of their husband
and father.

His daughter was active and conscientious and she 9ave

financially.in the drive for freedom by black people in Mississip~i 227
In contrast to the active roles of black leaders; black
ministers; black educators and black businesses, Mrs. Annie Bell
Shields and Richard

w.

Jones were just average black citizens in the

225 Thomas A. Armstrong.

Personal interview, April 17, 1970.

226 Robert L. T. Smith, personal interview, April 4, 1970.
227 rbid.
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state.228

The views of the black citizens represented in a very

broad and/or general sense, attitudes, actions, and philosophies of
the "average" black citizen.

The greatest contribution that the black

masses made in 1948 came in the form of financial support.

These

black citizens were basically dependent on the white community for their
survival.

Therefore, they were afraid and unwilling to do anythigg

which would cause them to incur retaliation from whites.

They, like

professionals, had to be discreet in their support of civil rights.

228 Annie Bell (Walker),Shields was born March 8, 1908 in Holmes
County, Mississippi. Her mother, Ida was the sole supporter of the
family.
Annie Bell Shields had one brother, George, and one sister, Mary.
She recalled that her childhood was quite happy and the family was very
religious. She attended the public schools in Holmes County and completed the eight grade. Later, she taught in the public schools of the
state.
Mrs. Shields married at age fifteen. She was the mother of one
daughter, Ida and the grandmother of two grandsons, Elisha Jr., and
Walter. As a mother and grandmother, she has sought to instill in her
children the value of an education. They were advised to stand up for
what was right regardless of the consequences.
In 1948 she was working as a nurse for Dr. P. M. Smith in Tchula.
Annie Bell Shields was not a registered voter but she remembered quite
vividly the events of the presidential election year and the repression
blacks suffered in the s~ate. Annie Bell Shields, personal interview,
June 8, 1970.
•rhe second citizen, Richard w. Jones, was born in Vicksburg,
Mississippi, February 20, 1893. He was the son of slave parents. His
parents were slaves to the Confederate President, Jefferson Davis,
Davis taught them to read and write, which enabled them to help keep
records and books for him. As eaucated slaves they were more valuable
to Davis. Jones did not reveal the names of his parents, this was something he did not want to be a matter of public record in this thesis.
He received his education in the Vicksburg public schools. Jones was
a graduate of Fisk University in Nashville, Tennessee. He was related
to the Montgomery and Greene families who were founders of Mound Bayou,
an all black town. This gentleman was a farmer and had lived in Mound
Bayou for some forty years in 1948. Jones was a registered voter in
1948 and he provided valuable information about politics in the all
black town of Mound Bayou. Richard w. Jones, personal interview,
June 11, 1970 •

•
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Economic support provided the safest method of contributing to civil
rights for the black professionals and for the black masses in the state,
It was reported that all segments of the black community allegedly contributed financially to civil rights in the election year.

229

During October, the final month of the 1948 Presidential race,
campaign activity continued at the pace,set during mid-summer.

Black

leaders, ministers, businessmen and other blacks continued to press
the cause for civil rights.
In addition to black leaders mentioned, there were a few more
less influential ones, some were:

Reverend

w.

A. Bender, Attorney

. H. Ha11 , Jon
h Dic,son,
. l
1
·
Carsie
A. J. Noe l , an d Water
H. Wi· 11 iams.

230

All of these men were considered middle class and their clientele was
black.

Therefore, it was easier for them to be active politically

without being affected by white economic pressure.

Most black leaders

who dareddefy the white power structure in Mississippi were economically
independent of white citizens.

The black middle class carried the

burden of the civil rights struggle in 1948.
Despite the many obvious difficulties the black community in
Mississippi faced when it sought to become politically involved in 1948,
there were actions which suggested that this community had reached a
new level of political participation for the first time since Radical
Reconstruction.

The formation of new organizations, the increased

229 Thomas A, )\rrnstrong, personal interview, April 17, 1970.
230

s1ack leaders in Mississippi, personal interviews April 1,
1970 and November 20, 1970.
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politic;,l ~cti v1.ty and the conct.::rn over civil rights in the black
cor:i:mmitv werf"! rr.sno.1 cs to the tJ.Jtional Dc::.ocratic Party's civil
rights stand; Presid0nt 'fru'.'!lan ' s pronouncements on civil rights , and
the Dixiecr.at :-!ovement.
aspirations rose .

As a result of tho:;;e combined f.:tctors black

CHAPTER 6
THE BLACK RESPONSE TO 'l'HE DIXIECRATS

The final month of the 1948 Presidential campaign began with a
black population that was politically conscious.
citizens in Mississippi were not able to do
challenge.

As anticipated, black

much about the Dixiecrat

However, they showed concern and tried to let their feel-

ings be known whenever it was possible.
The month of October in 1948 began with a majority of the
state's white citizens working frantically to preserve So_uthern traditions.

Their attitudes and actions reflected the negativeness toward

the concept of black equality.

The political actions within the com-

munity of Dixiecrat supporters continued in the same manner as:had been
the case since Governor Wright got _the Movement started.
The Dixiecrats reconvened in Birmingham, Alabama on October 1,
as planned1 to combine their Electoral strength.

These states· righters

expected to receive a minimum of one hundred (100) electoral votes in
the November Presidential election.

Their strategy rested on the.

assumption that the election would be so close· that the United States
House of Representatives would have to choose the next President.

In

the House of Representatives each state would be permitted to cast one
vote for President.

By with-holding their electoral votes from Truman,

these Dixiecrats hoped to defeat him in the Electoral College.and help
elect Dewey.

These Southern Democrats also hoped to gain recognition
104

105

as the Democratic Party Minority in Congress under a Republican
. .
t·
231
Adm .1.n1stra ion.

After the meeting ended in Birmingham, Governor Wright continued
his anti~civil rights, anti-Truman, and pr?-states rights speeches.
Wright had been successful in spreading negativism over the state and
inflaming emotions.
The.political pace in ~lississippi slowed down near the middle
of October.

Blacks were excited; the Dixiecrats were confident of a

Truman defeat on November 2nd and white Mississippians were waiting for
the vote count which could tell them that their third party efforts had
helped to defeat Truman.

There was no question about the Dixiecrats

carrying Mississippi--the question was, by what margin?
As expected, the Dixiecrats were possibly the best funded
political group within the state.

Contributions to the st·ates rights

party as of October 24 totalled $158,975.

Mississippians contributed

$82,060.25, which was more than half the total collected.

232

The

National States Rights Party's Campaign Director, Judge Meritt N. Gibson
. . . . 233
was from 141ss1ss1pp1..

.
.
. .
h
,
Gibson, along with a maJority of t e state s

white citizens were caught up in the Dixiecrat Movement.

Moreover, Dixie-

crats received editorial support from the leading newspapers in the

231 Jackson Daily News, October 30, 1948.
232 Jackson Clarion-Ledger, October 24, 1948.
23 3rbid., Novembe·r 4, 1948.
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state.

In an editorial·, T. M. Hedennan of the Jackson Daily News said:
Mississippi advocates states' rights and that means a
great majority of the Magnolia state's electorate. Know
this, 1-lississippians are no longer to submit to being
kicked-in-the-pants by_Radicals who call themselves Democrats and who have no right to the Democratic label designed by Thomas Jefferson, founder of the party. Mississippi. 1.s going to solidly support Thunnond· and Wright and
whatever the outcome, the fight will be carried. 2 34
The Greenwood Commonwealth urged all true, loyal Democrats in

the state to go to the polls on election day and cast their vote for
· h t. 235 Oth er 1 ea d 1.ng
·
. t h e s t a t e e d.1. t orTh urmon d an d WrJ.g
newspapers 1.n
ially supported the Dixiecrat ticket including:

The- Meridian Star,

The Lexington Advitizer, and The Jackson Clarion Ledger.
There were no editorials in the state's white press which called
for the support of Truman for p·resident.

Even the· moderate Greenville

Delta Democrat Times supported Republican Governor Dewey for President.

236

The lone editorial support for Truman came from the black press and this
was from Percy Greene and his Jackson Advocate. 2 37
Although the Dixiecrats were in.command of politics in Mississippi, ·they did not have the unanimous support from all segments of the
white coinmunity.

There were·white Truman supporters in the state •. This

group of white Democrats named themselves the Democratic Party of America
They met in a state convention in Jackson on October 5.

o

Endorsing

Truman for President in a resolution, the loyalist characterized
the states rights movement as "an unrelistic negative,

234 Jackson Daily News, .October 2, 1948.
235
236
237

Greenwood Commonwealth, October 23, 1948.
·

Greenville Delta Democrat Times,· october 1, 14,. 20, 25, 27, 1948.
Jackson Advocate, ··September 18, 25, October 9, 30, 1948.
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backward looking program suggested by demagogic, bolting politicians
and front men for grasping corporations'.'.

Among the leaders were

former associates of the late Senator Bilbo, labor union officials,
Federal employees of Mississippi liberals. 238
Assistant Attorney General Theron Lamar Caudle, a native of
North Carolina, delivered the keynote address.

In his address, Caudle

painted a glowing picture of the character of President Truman, praised
Franklin D. Roosevelt's social welfare legislation and the high
standard of living under Truman.
break with the national party.

He pleaded with Mississippi not to
At no time did he mention the civil

rights plank in the party's platform.

239

One member of the party drew applause when he said that the
Democratic Party should offer membership to blacks in the state.

He

was Waldo Haines, a professor at Chamberlain Hunt College in Port
•Gibson, Hississippi who ar.gued:
I believe that the Negro should be brought in and
allowed to vote and be a member of the Democratic
Party. He should be given equal rights, freedom from
fear and freedom from want. Continuing he said: there
is a difference between social rights and civil rights.
If the Negro can be brought up in his standards of
·living, your business will prosper. 248
Although the convention did not t~(e any action toward bringing
blacks into its party, it was important that Haines spoke out in favor
of civil rights for blacks.

The mere fact that he drew applause for his

statements was newsworthy in Hississippi in 1948.

238 Memphis Commercial Appeal, October 5, 1948.
239
240

Jackson Clar-ion~Ledger, October 5, 1948.
.
Ibid.
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The convention also extended an invitation to President Truman
to speak in the state b~fore election day.

If the President could not

come, then Vice Presidential nominee senator Barkley would be invited.
Neither.Truman or Barkley came to the state.

In the second resolution,

the .Democrats pledged loyalty to the national party, but refused to
endorse the party's civil rights platform.

The resolution in part,

read:
We are firm in the belief that the Democratic Party
will continue its historic role of friendship to the
small·• businessman, labor and the farmer. The National
Democratic Party in its civil rights platform, while
we·cannot agree with it we still believe in the will
of the majority. • • We feel certain that the Southern
way of life is safest in the hands of the regular constituted Democratic Party. 241
These Democrats felt that a vote for the states rights
candidate was a vote for the Republicans. 242
Frank Mize was elected chairman of the convention:

Phillip E.

Mullen, vice president; John Scotee of Jackson (a telephone worker
and union official), secretary-treasurer; Mrs. John Clark of Dekalb,
was appointed National Committeewoman and Clarence Hood, Jr., was
named National Co~itteeman. 243 White Truman supporters had thus gone

241Jackson Clarion-Ledger, October 5, 1948.
242 Attending the convention were: Dan Powers, head of the southeastern area Political Activities Committee of the Congress of Industrial
Organizations (CIO); Charles Hamilton, former President, Young Democrats
of Mississippi; Mrs. Dunbar Rowland, wife of a well known historian;
·Lycurgus Spinks, recently a candidate for Governor; Frank Mize of Forest,
and, Phillip E. Mullen of.Oxford.· Jackson Clarion-Ledger, October 5, 1948.
243 Ibid.
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through the convention proceedings as had the other political groups
in the state. 244
Three days after the state convention, Truman supporters (nicknamed Trumancrats) set up their state headquarters in the Old B~lbo
campaign suite in the Royal Hotel in Jackson. 245
Although there• were two groups supporting Truman in the state,
black Democrats for Truman. and the Democratic Party of America, one
black and one white, they never worked as an integrated group.

The

Presidential electors that put the names of Truman and Barkley on the
ballot in the state were all white.

In contrast to the Progressive

Party Movement in the state, there was a total lack of any known
communication between black an.a white Truman supporters.
did not merge.

The two groups

These Truman backers really had little in common other

than their support of the President.

Unlike the black and white Wallace

Progressives in the state who 4ad a common ideology around which they
I

could unite, black and white Truman supporters had no real common ground
on which to work.
civil rights.

Black Truman backers were primarily concerned about

On the other.hand, the white group for Truman refused to

endorse the civil rights plank in the nation.al party's platform.

This

conflict over civil rights between black and white Truman supporters

' 244 Delegates to the National Convention included, 1st district:
B. z. Drewery, Corinth and L. P. Phillips, Kosuth; 2nd: James R. Parks
and.Phillip E. Mullen, Oxford; 3rd: Mrs: Adas. Helmes and Dorman Furr,
Clarksdale, and J. H. Price, Indionala; 4th: Marvin Kamp, Kilmichael;
N. R. Lamar, Pittsboro; 5th: Waldo Haines, Meridian, Frank Mize, Forest
and Buford Posey, Philadelphia; 6th: James B. Hanna, Laurel and T. c:
Daugherty, Collins and 7th: John W. Scott and Mrs. Dunbar ·Rowland, both
of Jackson. For additional details see, Jackson Clarion Ledger, October
5, 1948.

245 rbid.
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served as the major barrier to inter-racial co-operation.

Moreover,

inter-racial co-operation in politics in Mississippi was more imaginary
than real.

Politically, blacks were not involved' enough to be a major

force in the state in 1948.
As election day (November 2) approached, Mississippi had five
slates of Presidential·electors on the ballot.

They were:

The Missis-

sippi Democrat Party, Democratic Party of America, Republican Party of
the State of Mississippi,

Independent Republican Party and the Progres-

sive Party ·of Mississippi.· 246
On election eve political observers in Mississippi pointed out
that most of the state's black qualified voters had only recently qualified to vote under the campaign carried on by various black political
organizations to qualify blacks to vote in local elections.

It was

believed that a majority of the blacks would vote for Truman because of
.
247
the· civil rights issue and mos_t blacks had registered as Democrats.
On November 3 the final election results were as expected--the

Dixiecrats carried the state, receiving 167,538 popular votes, which
was 87 •.12% of the votes cast.

The Trmnan slate polled a poor second,

2 46The Mississippi Democrat Party's membership consisted of
regular states rights Democrats in the state headed by Governor Wright.
The Democratic Party of America's membership was made up of white loyal
Democrats in Mississippi. The Republican Party of the State of Mississippi was the integrated Republican Party in the state that was recognized by the National Republican Party. This party was sometimes
referred to as the Howard Republicans • . The Independent Republican
Party's members were white Republicans headed by former Nebraska
Governor Sheldon. This group was a white supremacist group. The last
group, the Progressive Party of Mississippi was headed by J. Lewis
Henderson of Bay Saint Louis, Mississippi. This group was an integrated
one working on behalf of Henry Wallace's third party candidacy. Heber
Lander (Secr·etary of State), Mississippi Blue Book 1945-1949 (Jackson,
Mississippi: Hederman Brothers, Press, 1949), 402-406. ·
247 Jackson Advocate, October 30, 1948.
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19,384 votes, 10.9% of the popular votes,
2.6% of the popular votes.

Dewey received 5,043 votes,

The Wallace Progressive Party polled only.

225 votes, which was .12% of the popular votes cast.

248

Generally, the initial reactions to Truman's election, were those
of shock.

Most people felt that Tru_man could not win.

As expected, Mis-

sissippi's black citizens rejoiced over the election of the TrumanBarkley ticket. 249 Reflecting the feelings of Mississippi's blacks
generally Percy Greene, editor of the Jackson Advocate sent the following
message to the White House:
Along with many other Mississippians, I reJoice 1·1ith
you in your election as a victory for the highest
principles and ideals of the American nation. 250
Blacks did indeed share the sentiments that Greene expressed in
his telegram.
Of the estimated 5,000 black voters in the state, the great majority of them probably voted for President Truman.

251

In the all black

town of Mound Bayou, Truman received 83 of the 87 votes· cast.
received the 4 remaining votes. 252

Dewey

Mound Bayou, was an all black town

which was incorporated as a village by the statecof Mississippi in 1898.

248 Heber Ladner (Secretary of State), Mississippi Blue B001,· 19451949 (Jackson, Mississippi; Hederman Brothers, Press, 1949), 402-:406,
249 on election day (November 2) blacks were registered in less
than a dozen of.the state's 82 counties and principally in the largest
cities, Jackson, Vicksburg, Meridian, Natchez, Clarksdale, Greenville and
Laurel. For a full account see the Jackson Advocate, November 13, 1948.
250 rbid.
251 rbid.
252 official Tally Sheet of the General Election held in Bolivar
county, Mississippi on the 2nd day of November, 1948. (Jackson, Mississippi: Departfilent of Archives and History, 1948), 1.
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In 1912 the village was given the status of a town upon petition to
Governor Earl Brewer, of Mississippi.

Since that time the town of

Mound Bayou has operated under a charter which provided for the Aldermanic form of government, having the elective officers of Mayor, Clerk,
253
Town Marshall, and a board of five Aldermen.
Mound Bayou had no Chamber of Commerce.

The town was basically

rural with about 12 or 15 general stores and 5 service stations.

Most

of the citizens in Mound Bayou were farmers and they owned their land.
There were no political organizations in the town in 1948.

The people

were a.ctive politically but they did not form any political organizations.

Town officials provided the leadership and the citizens fol-

lowed their lead.

There were approximately 700 or 800 people living in

Mound Bayou. 25 '1 Of this number there were 493 registered voters. 255
Prior to 1948, this town had always voted Republican for President.
Truman became the first Democratic Presidential candidate to carry
the town.256

253 rn 1948, the town officials were: B. A. Green, Mayor; Jim
Shaffer, Treasurer;·Ike Reed, Marshall; Aldermen: W. H. Sikes, Jr. ,
O. R. Gresham, w. s. Redden, James V. Newman, and R. E. Wiltshire.
Mound Bayou, Mississippi: "Jewel of Delta", 75th Anniversary, 1887-1962.
Diamond Jubilee (N. P., 1962) , 2.
25<!.Richard

·w.

Jones, personal interview, June 11, 1970.

25 5Miss Minnie Fisher, (City Clerk) Registration of Mound Bayou,
County of Bolivar, State of Mississippi, "Town Registrer", 1948, 30.
256 Henry L. Moon, Balance of Power:
Doubleday and Company,· In~., 1949), 146.

The Negro Vote (New York:

,
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Interpolating from the results· in Mound Bayou, the black community in· the state undoubtedly supported Truman.

Voting results in

Mound Bayou usually ,indicated the political sentiments of black )?eople
throughout the state.

Generally the candidate who received a majority

of the votes cast in Mound Bayou was by and large the candidate
favored by the black community over the state.

Therefore it can safely

be assumed that a vast majority of the black voters in the state who
voted, voted for Truman. 257
According to Richard Jones, the oldest citizen in Mound Bayou,
blacks supported Truman, a Democrat, for a number of reasons.

First

of all, the party principles that affected the black man had changed.
From Reconstruction down to Franklin Roosevelt the black man's hopes
were in the Republican Party but President Roosevelt ushered in a new
idea about the black man in the United States as a full participating
citizen, Jones added:
Those things we hoped.for were met more satisfactorily
within the Democrat Party rather than the party we had
looked to for deliverance. out principles met with more
favor in the Democratic Party.258
_The opinion expressed by Jones was undoubtedly an over-riding
consideration in the minds of many blac~ Americans both within Missis~
sippi and outside the state.

Civil Rights had become institutionalized

on a national level in 1948.

Many felt that President Truman had

257 Moon, Balance of Power:
258 Richard

w.

The- Negro Vote, 146.

Jones, Personal interview, June 11, 1970.
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received .a mandate from the people on civil rights,

No longer could

black Americans be safely ignored in their quest for equality.
sense., the election had proven the importance of
pivotal states.

In a

black votes in the

Then too, civil rights for blacks from a legal

standpoint was supported by .. a sizable proportion ·of white Americans.
In addition to rejoicing over the Truman victory, another
reported cause of rejoicing among Mississippi's blacks was what they
considered the poor showing made by the Dixiecrat candidates in the
state.

With more than 300,000 voters eligible to vote in the election,-

the final totals showed that less than half of this number went to the
polls.

The Dixiecrat candidates received about 90% (actual percentage

87.17) of the votes cast.

According to Percy Greene, blacks rejoiced

in reasoning that nearly 200,000 white Mississippi voters did not go
to the polls because

they did not want to vote Republican, Progressive

_or for Truman, and they did not want to encourage the Dixiecrat Mqvement.259
The low voter turn-out among whites may or may not have been
related to the lack of wa,,ting to encourage the Dixiecrats Movement, as
Greene ~lleged; however, it should be pointed out that, historically,
voting turn-outs tend to be lowest in areas or states where there is
little two party competition.

Mississippi was such a state.

260

During the week following Truman's election black leaders
tried to determine the importance of the election results.

According

25 9Jackson Advocate, November 13, 1948.
260 James M. Burns and Jack w. Peltason, Government by the People
(Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice Hall, Inc., 1969), 235.

to Editor Greene, he thought the electi_on of Truman was .the best thing
that happened to the state, especially to its black citizens.

Greene

obviously expected that Truman was going to follow-up his campaign
promises of equality for blacks with action, action that Greene hoped
would bring legal equality to black citizens in the state.

In short,

Greene looked forward to improved overall conditions for blacks in
Mississippi.

Yet, he remained cautious in his optimism because it

was too soon to determine what impact_ the election would have, if any,
on the state. 261
However, the election of Truman did have an important impact on
the state's black citizens.

They attached great signigicance to

Truman's victory, particularly the promise it held for the future.
election of Truman also inspired them individually.

The

All of the black

people interviewed by the writer, expressed the opinion that the election of Truman had done this.

All of the black people interviewed

by the writer, expressed_ the oP,inion that the election of Truman was
the real beginning of the civil rights struggle in the South which came
to fruition in the Black Revolution of the 1960's. 262
One of the major factors about Truman's election which inspired
the black community was that he overcame almost ii1surmountable odds
and won the election.

Even though most polls predicted that he would

lose, Truman proved them all wrong.

This Truman victory was in reality

a victory that blacks considered also belonged to them.

According to

261Percy Greene, Personal Interview, June 13, 1948.
262Black leaders in Mississippi, personal interviews, April 1,
1970 and November 20, 1970.
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Editor Greene, Truman was the spark of the civil rights movement, and
his election, an almost impossible feat created a new awareness among
blacks and they took it from there in the S0's and 60's. 263

Richard

Jones, the oldest citizen in Mound Bayou said of the election:

w.

"I

feel that the election of Truman inspired Negroes to seek their rights,
especially in the 50 's and 60 's. n264
Jacob L. Reddix, former President of Jackson State College,
probably best summed up the significance of Truman's election to blacks
when he said:
I think Truman came on the political scene at a time
in_ history when the cause of black people gaining full
citizenship in America was on the march. Regardless.
as to who was running for Pre_sident and whoever would
espouse the cause and movement, they certainly would
be successful in pushing it forward. • • It was almost
a miracle that he won the election •• ·• Truman felt
and expressed his feelings that the time was right that
·full citizenship for black citizens in the United States
must move forward and I think since then that movement
has steadily moved forward. 2 65
Reddix went on to add that the· civil rights movement, like any other
movement for the benefit of the people, may have temporary setbacks
but it would inevitably move in the right direction, because that is
the direction it must move if America is to attai~ the great objectives
planned ·for it. 266

263percy Greene, Personal interview, June 13, 1970.
264Richard

w.

Jones, Personal interview, June 11, 1970.

265Jacob L. Reddix, Personal interview, April 20, 1970.
266 rbid.
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Nineteen hundred forty-eight, then, was the turning point in
the battle for equality by blacks in Mississippi.

After Truman defeated

Dewey, who had a record of supporting civil rights while Governor of
New York, blacks felt the civil rights for them was now possible if
they could get the ballot.

over the next four years black citizens

went after the ballot as a tool to use in their struggle for human
dignity.

The number of registered voters rose from an estimated 5,000

in 1948 to 40,000 in 1952. 267

These figures in themselves proved that

the black community in Mississippi had been inspired in 1948 to seek
their rights.
to begin.

Most of them felt that the ballot box was the best place

While the real black revolution did not occur in the state

until 1964, the seeds of awareness were planted in 1948. _This new
political consciousness was an idea born in 1948.
efforts to kill the idea, it would survive.

Despite any and all

The idea was stronger

than violence; it was strange~ than the Dixiecrats; and it was ·stronger
than any repressive society could ever be.

Equality, as an idea, was

reawakened after almost a half century of sleep because of a combination of forces.

These forces·were in response to the Dixiecrat

Movement and the hope Truman and the National Democratic Party provided.
Therefore, for the_ first time since Radical Reconstruction days,
black Mississippians rose to a new level of political consciousness
which was kept alive.

With the black man's drive for full equality in

America, nineteen hundred forty-eight for the black community in

267 Harry
.
A. Bailey, ed., Negro Politics in America (Columbus:
Charles E. Murrill Books, 1967), 18.
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Mississippi was the period of political awakening.

The black inan's

destiny was now on the line and he sought to protect it.

What the

black man wanted in the post World War II period was simple and .
obvious.

He wanted full equality and the elimination of Jim Crow.

The ballot, while no longer thought of as a magic key, was reccignized
as an indispensable weapon in the fight for human dignity.
sippi, the

In Missis-

black man had not obtained the level of influence as had

blacks outside the South.

However, the politics of

1948 served as a

force which caused him to awaken to political reality around him and
seek to improve his status and influence in Mississippi.

CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS
In 1948 three events had a significant effect upon the B.lack
community:

The Dixiecrat Movement in Mississippi, President Truman's

stand on civil rights and the National Democratic Party's stand on this
issue.

The black community responded to these events through involv-

ment in the political activities of the election year.
Between the end of.July and election day, new political organizations s_prang up within the black community; black voter regi·stration increased and there was, in general, a new political consciousness
among black people in Mississippi.
New leadership emerged as a result of the political activity
within the black community.

Generally, these leaders, along with the

black masses, were fearful of the Dixiecrat challenge.
to this challenge was positive.

Their response

Since they now felt that they had the

attention of Truman and the National Democratic Party, they decided
tojhelp themselves by getting the ballot.
Nctably, black women also entered the pol{tical picture more
op nl.y in 1948.
I

In turn, they called upon the white women of the state

to:work for a more just society where all people would have an opportunity to progress uninhibi_ted by unjust laws imposed on certain
mi~ority groups.
The goal that black leaders sought in 1948 was simple.
warited equality under the law for the black community.
'

i
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They

Black leaders
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viewed the ballot as the first and most effective means to achieve
equality.

These black leaders' were not militant and they almost always

tried to appeal to the conscience of the white community.
Although white supremacy was a very difficult foe for the black
community to tackle, ne_vertheless, they accepted the challenge.

In

their quest to achieve equality, they sought to focus national attention
on their plight through the news media.

It was through his newspaper

that Percy Greene, the most outstanding black leader of the period,
sought to bring national attention to the conditions of blacks in the
state.

Greene constantly led an almost one man effort through his

newspaper, The Jackson Advocate, which served as the major voice of
the black struggle for equality.

There is no evidence which suggests

that they were very successful in the attempt.
There were other leaders of the period who were important.
Although their status in the black community never reached that of
Greene, they were an inspiration during this period of political
awakening a.'lJong blacks.
B. -Brown, Arenia

c.

In addition to Greene, Thomas Armstrong, Earl

Mallory, Walter Williams, and T. B. Wilson worked

with the Negro Democ:L'atic Association and the Progressive Voters League
to urge blacks to become registered voters in 1948.

All but two of

these leaders were strong supporters of Truman.and the National Democratic Party.
Despite the limited political participation of blacks in 1948,
there were four organizations that served them:

the Mississippi Negro

Association, the Progressive Voters League, the American Veterans
Committee, and the Committee of One Hundred.

All of these organizations

sought to increase voter registration among blacks.

Each one, with
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headquarters in Jackson used limited voter registration campaigns to
register voters.

The Mississippi Negro Democratic Association was the

most enduring and successful of the four.
Because of a hostile environment in Mississippi voter registration campaigns among blacks in 1948 were concentrated in the larger
towns and/or cities of the ·state.

Very little if any effort was made

to register black voters in the rural area.
The major political activity among black Mississippians revolved
around support for Truman and Henry A. Wallace with the preponderance
of support to the former.

Black churches, black businesses, and black

citizens in general made financial contributions to the political
cause, but it was the black middle class that strongly supported the
civil rights movement and kept it alive.

In contrast, the black masses

were fearful of revenge from the white community and they tended to be
_apathetic about politics.
At no time did black and white Truman groups in the state try
to form an alliance.
black equality.

Very few whites dared to speak out in behalf of

Nost of them were victims of the same repressive

society _which blocked advancement.

Even white Truman supporters in

Mississippi refused to endorse the national party's civil rights platform.

As a result,. it was difficult for blacks to find whites who

were openly sympathetic to their cause.

However, some whites aided

blacks behind the scenes in the state.
Although Dixiecrats carried Mississippi, it was more significant
for the black community that Truman won.

The election of Truman served

as a morale booster .for the black community.
their efforts to defeat him.

Dixiecrats had failed in

Since he had won on a strong civil rights

lLL

platform and as an advocate of black legal equality, blacks felt that
at least their chances for equal rights were within reach,
After Truman won the election in the face of oven,helming odds,
blacks then felt that civil rights for them was possible if they could
get the ballot.

As they saw it, the Dixiecrats and white supremacy

had suffered a crippling blow.

It was now the responsib.ility of blacks

to help kill white supr.emacy in the state,
The vote in Mound Bayou indicated that civil rights had become
a major concern,

By voting for Truman by an overwhelming majority of

the votes cast, black citizens thus divorced themselves from tradition
and the party of Lincoln.

Their vote proved that they had matur,ed

politically and voted on issues, not a party,
Over the next four years political consciousness increased in
black registered voters,

The voter registration figures in themselves

verify the fact that 1948 was a turning point in the lives of black
Mississippians in their quest for equality,
As a result of the Dixiecrat challenge and the civil rights
pronouncements of Truman, black people in Mississippi showed s;i.gns of
a new political awareness for the first time since Radical Reconstruction.
These signs were manifested in the renewed interest in politics, the
emergence of more black leaders, the creation of new political organizations and the addition of chapters of existing ones, the financial role
of black businesses, the activities of the black ministers, and in the
increase in black voter registration,

While 1948 should not be considered

a total revolution, it was a rebirth of the idea of equality in the minds
of black citizens; this long dormant idea was revived in 1948, the year
of political awakening for the black community in Mississippi.
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